Hi Kerry,
Feel free to pass the following information on to anyone who might be interested in the subject
matter of your most recent [ August 29, 2017 ] interview on your YouTube
channel, entitled:
"Darcy Weir & Lee Lustig - Phil Schneider -The
Movie" [ https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=jmXBrSu-GQ0 ] surrounding the life of
Paul Philip Schneider and within their new documentary, entitled: 'Underground' [
https://www.amazon.com/Underground-Lee-Lustig/dp/B074HXJDKZ/ref=sr_1_2?
ie=UTF8&keywords=The+Underground&qid=1503957397&refinements=p_n_format_browsebin%3A2650306011&s=movies-tv&sr=1-2 ].
---Where Secrets Abound
by, Paul Collin ( The Unwanted Publicity Intelligence Guy, freelance columnist for Project
Camelot Productions )
LOS ANGELES - September 8, 2017 - Before Conspiracy Theory websites, YouTube and
Whistleblowers became popular, there were those of us in the trenches of secrecy going down
rabbitholes few feared even to venture near. Today, it's still called spying if one works for a
government organization, however in the private sector many consider themselves 'researchers'.
Spies, are typically 'put out to pasture' ( retirement ) or are 'rendered' ( killed ), however
researchers have a tendency to either get criminally indicted or mysteriously drop dead.
Both, can be - and usually 'are' - extremely dangerous occupational callings for human beings.
There is, however, a growing sector of 'former government spies' whom latterally transfer their
occupational tradecrafts into 'research' or 'reporting', which fairly sums up what I've been doing
for almost 50-years.
I am the exception, however, because I have 'no pension' and have been unemployed since 2006.
Since 2006 ( the past 11-years ) I have been 'vehicular homeless'. Were it not for my vehicle
( stealth van home-office ), tennacity and fervor to see records set straight by exposing important
information I write about, I would have died on the streets of Los Angeles in 2012 were it not for
donations to keep me alive so, I have a lot to thank Project Camelot and its audience for; my life
as a handicapped veteran approaching 67-years old.
Just prior to leaving America on my 4-year C.I.A. assignment in Eastern Europe, during 2002, I
became familiar with a man named Paul Philip Schneider ( also known as ) Phil Schneider though
his 'girlfriend' ( interalia 'Common Law' wife ) Cynthia who I had been exchanging e-mails with

initially on a matter involving something my client was also involved with but at a much higher
level. A processing technique that actually 'grows quantities of gold'. And, since the United States
Intelligence Community was involved, I should be able to navigate such areas of my former fulltime direct employment plus my freelance work thereafter.
Initially, I came in contact with Cindy ( Cynthia ) amidst my work for a private client based
overseas living in Uganda's former President Idi Amin's remodelled 'residential compound'; 'not'
the former 'presidential palace' - destroyed decades ago.
I was conducting research on a variety of matters to clear up mysteries surrounding why my client
was labelled an "economic threat to U.S. National Security."
Very long story, I won't digress any further about my client's global financial banking and
business investments, however readers will be able to learn further as-to why I came in contact
with the Schneider files.
One matter of my client's investments involved a "gold transmutation" processing formula
whereby 'amounts of gold could actually be grown larger' through secret techniques.
I learned more about the 'true secret' from a Russia university professor who knew the techniques
and later from what a nuclear physicist created; one (1) of several 'gold formulas' that when
'combined' interested the U.S. National Security Agency ( NSA ) so much it built to an entire new
facility building to exploit what stemmed from a 'gold formula' stolen out-of an ENGLEHARDCLAL laboratory in South Africa.
At the time ( 2002 ), my overseas client had an investment partner ( Dr. Guang H. Lin ) who also
happened to be the nuclear physicist who "actually created the gold formula' and who 'illegally
removed' it while employed at Englehard in South Africa.
Dr. Guang H. Lin fled South African employment at ENGLEHARD-CLAL and flew to New
Jersey in America where he became employed for a company interested in 'oxidation reduction';
purifying the quality of metallurgical materials.
Periodically, Dr. Lin also visited my client's investment 'Phoenix Project', an 'experimental
laboratory' ( in Arizona ) designed to produce "gold enhancements" through secret processes
involving a 'low-yield nuclear reaction' that unfortunately 'irradiated the gold'
after it waa grown larger. The same gold transmutation formula principally used by the NSA
inside their 'precious metals reclamation facility' at Fort George G. Meade, Maryland.
I still retain my 'gold files' filled with a variety of gold formulas ( including Dr. Lin's formula he
had attorneys patent overseas ), names of key individual pioneers and universities in this secret
field of endeavor, and copies of the files I obtained surrounding Paul Philip Schneider and his
father ( Captain Oscar Schneidee ) plus a lot more including notes as-to 'why' Phil Schneider was
visiting a particular quarry located in Oregon to produce his own gold too.

In 2002, amidst my gold transmutation research, Cindy ( Cynthia ) told me about the 'quartz
quarry' Phil Schneider used to retrieve his 'quartz crystal geodes' from, however
that was not all she spoke of.
Cindy sent me photos and documents detailing Phil Schneider's death.
Phil Schneider spoke of the Dulce, New Mexico underground cavern bore hole he was involved
with where he claims some 'alien creatures' attacked him and others, which although difficult for
many to believe, I knew a little about such bore holes and how the caverns underground were
created plus the sulfur based carbon soot atmosphere thereunder, which could easily explain parts
of Phil Schneider's story, which I wrote about years ago.
Additionally, Cynthia sent me copies of 'official documents' Phil Schneider
retreived from the basement files of his father ( U.S. Army Captain Oscar Schneider ) who had
been involved in Germany World War II Nazi era affairs who came to America where he became
a medical doctor in the 'U.S. Army', rose to the rank of Captain, and was also involved in "The
Philadelphia Experiment" involving the 'U.S. Navy'.
From what I can conclude, it was the 'U.S. Army equipment' that used a 'U.S. Navy ship' as an
'experimental platform' in the Atlantic Ocean is quite amazing for several reasons.
One, if anyone submitted a U.S. Freedom Of Information Act ( FOIA ) request to the 'U.S. Navy'
they would not get any results returned because it was a 'U.S. Army' project.
Secondly, amazing is that had U.S. Army Captain Oscar Schneider 'not retained any official
documents', surrounding 'medical treatment assessments' of those 'U.S. Navy sailors' and 'other
individuals' whom 'died' and were 'medically assessed' from 'The Philadelphia Experiment', none
of this would have been been able to be revealed now.
Third, and finally, had it not been for Capt. O. Schneider's son Paul Philip Schneider retrieving
those official documents and then 'dying' so Cynthia would release copies to me then none of this
may have ever been revealed now.
I still retain copies of those official documents, including signatures of Captain Oscar Schneider
on military medical documents and memorandums proving he conducted classified assessments of
'U.S. Navy' sailors injured during "The Philadelphia Experiment" and who else in the U.S.
government knew.
The State of Virginia is where Capt. Oscar Schneider was stationed to perform his work.
Although I never detailed very much of the aforementioned, long ago I wrote and published a
report at my legacy website and another at my current website:

---SOURCE: Kentron Intellect Research Vault
Secret Locations
by, Paul Collin
NEW MEXICO, Santa Fe – March 17, 2011 – Paul Philip Schneider, a mechanical engineer, was
no slouch but a patriotic ex-military American who was found garroted to death shortly after
publicly exposing a work-site area near the Archuleta Mesa ( between Colorado and New
Mexico ) where an event occured while he worked under ‘contract’ for MORRISON-KNUTSON
INC. that upon instructions from the Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory ( LASL ) Geosciences
Division – now known as – Los Alamos National Laboratory ( LANL ) caused him to be sent
down an ‘old nuclear bomb borehole’ ( see further below about “Nuclear Fracturing” ) he claimed
was located in a ‘remote area of northern New Mexico’ where his mission was to discover why
huge plumes of ‘black soot’ were forcefully being shot up into the atmosphere’ at an active drill
site where his team was located.
Paul Philip Schneider - Part 1
Schneider, by his own accounts, claimed the black soot atmosphere smelled like a sulphuric gas
lingering in the air all around the drill-site, but who ever heard of a ‘carbon atmosphere’ of ’black
sulphur gas’?
It is still seriously doubted if Phil Schneider knew what was actually happening down in the
cavern he was ordered into through the borehole.
Did Schneider, know:
– What those plumes of ‘black soot’ actually consisted of, and ‘why’ it was being ‘forcefully shotout of the borehole’ with such ‘pressure’;?
– How a ‘huge cavern came to be made’ at the bottom of the borehole?
– What the ‘cavern had been filled with and why’?
– Why boreholes were ‘specifically directed to be drilled precisely where they were’?
From what has been able to be gathered from in-depth research, Schneider was apparently sent by
KNUTSON to perform his role as a ‘mechanical engineering consultant’, who totally by accident
discovered something beyond his wildest imagination – and many other’s too.
Schneider was lowered down one of the boreholes with an ‘armed black beret military team’ that
surrounded him but he could not understand ‘why’ he had such escorts – except for some

unknown military security reason he wasn’t cleared to know, and being ex-military, Schneider
knew-better than to ask any questions, but to ‘do what was asked of him by his superior’.
Now comes the point within this report that information becomes incredibly bizzare, however by
in-depth research Schneider’s claims ( below ) have been pulled somewhat back into ‘more
detailed perspective’ by ‘incredibly related facts’ that existed long ago.
Schneider and the other armed U.S. federal military employees discovered a group of what
Schneider claims were ExtraTerrestrial Biological Entities ( EBEs ) that he referred to as alien
“Grey talls” ( 7-foot extraterrestrial aliens with a bluish purple bioskin color.
Once lowered through the borehole, a deep underground cavern appeared and this is when
Schneider claims he instantly got off several rounds of his own ammunition ( from his sidearm
pistol ) before being shot by some ‘blue beam of light’ – leaving him cut wide-open in the chest as
having several fingers of his cut-off from what the first ( 1st ) alien he encountered ( down there )
apparently aimed at him ( Schneider ).
Schneider further claimed that nearly sixty ( 60 ) U.S. government personnel and contractors lost
their lives during this August 1979 ‘unpublicized event’ in what Schneider described having been
involved-in an underground cavern filled with alien beings.
Hard to believe, I know because at-first I totally scoffed at Schneider’s claims being utterly
ridiculous, until some unrelated research studied earlier portions of what Schneider claimed.
Years earlier ( 2002 ) I was exchanging communications with someone related to Paul Philip
Schneider, on an entirely ‘different subject’ related to work his ‘father’ Oscar Schneider was
involved-in with the U.S. Navy, and current research now dovetailed back to that which I was
researching years ago surrounding a U.S. National Security Agency ( NSA ) ‘precious metals’
scientific recycling process that involved baking ore resulting in low-yield nuclear energy
transmutation of material into high-yield elements.
It appeared from further studies that Oscar Schneider’s son, Paul Philip Schneider claims required
further detailed clarifications, which he either could not perform earlier due to secrecy agreements
with the U.S. government or he may have felt he should ‘not’ provide too many specifics for fear
of breeching a “business agreement” he made with the U.S. government, however based upon
current research beyond Schneider’s claims, incredible further facts go far beyond this report
sufficient to at least warrant a suitable public release of information contained herein.
In 2002, Schneider’s intinately close friend sent me “Rhyolyte 47″ ( classified ) ‘official U.S.
Navy documents’ pertaining to Paul Philip Schneider’s ‘father’, U.S. Navy Captain Oscar
Schneider, who from his ‘military professional medical position’ became directly involved with
“Project Blue Ship” ( also known as ) “The Philadelphia Experiment.”
Phil Schneider mentions that upon drilling “boreholes” the drill-site teams were experiencing

“huge plums of black soot’ or “black dust” ( that stank ) and were being ‘rapidly ejected under
pressure’ into the atmosphere, which also lingered near the ground, from within these
underground hole locations they were being told to drill at.
None apparently knew ‘why’ or ‘how’ these odd occurences were taking place, or why they were
drilling where they were.
Initial research indicates that “Nuclear Fracturing” ( 1962 – 2005 ) had been used earlier in
‘underground nuclear blasts’ for what was said to be “oil experimentations,” which was a U.S.
government cover for underground testing of nuclear warheads subsequent to Russia having
exploded what it called the “Tsar Bomba,” a 100-kiloton nuclear bomb that the U.S. later claimed
only yielded 50-kiloton blast with a Circular Error Probability ( CEP ) range for death from
irradiation up to 60-miles away from ground-zero.
Did previously ‘large U.S. oil reserves once exist’ until subsequently becoming nuclear blasted
underground, creating both a ‘high pressure black oil carbon soot atmosphere’ and simultaneously
creating these ‘huge underground caverns’?
Were “Grey” alien “talls” ( 7-foot ) provided with a ‘government secret atmospheric environment’
consisting of ‘large underground cavern living where they were the only ones able to breath a high
carbon pressurized atmosphere consisting of gamma irradiated particle elements” derived from
‘earlier U.S. secret military underground nuclear Projects’ publicly called “Nuclear Fracturing”? If
so, could an extraterrestrial alien agreement been reached secretly with the U.S. government?
Was the LANL / LASL Geosciences Division ‘borehole drillings’ “Hot Rock” Project – publicly
revealed as only seeking ‘new geothermal energy alternatives’ only a ruse?
By ‘drilling boreholes’ ( in highly ‘specific remote locations’ where contractors were ‘told to drill’
) did that ‘actually and instantly deplete’ all of the carbon dense atmosphere used by these Grey
alien “talls” whom were thereby being killed down inside these caverns? If so, why would the
U.S. government destroy what it must have worked so hard to build for these aliens?
Might another “aggenda” have entered determining a take over of those Grey tall ( 7-foot + )
aliens existence underground? If so, why were these “Grey talls” suddenly considered a “threat?”
There is only rumored mentions of a percentage reduction number of Grey talls ( aliens ) being
sighted on Earth, whereas “Grey shorts” ( 4-foot to 5-foot tall ) are now only but rarely sighted so,
were nearly 80% of the “Grey talls” actually “wiped-out” by ‘another alien species’ – as rumored?
Is there any truth to any of this and are there any other correlations worth researching to such deep
underground military bases and caverns albeit for aliens or humans?
Why have ‘sophisticated landing strips’ on “Church of Scientology” ( COS ) ‘remote properties’
been purchased by its “Church of Scientific Technology” entity that has also built ‘sophisticated

underground vaults’ and ‘sophisticated long tunnel systems’ that are ‘guaranteed to last 1,000
years’ equipped with ‘sophisticated nuclear blast-proof doors’ built to withstand any direct nuclear
hit? All of these have been substantiated through my research and documented by satellite photos,
facility diagramatics, and land parcel details and grant information on many of these COS / CST
‘remote installation properties’.
Related points to initially consider:
– Schneider claimed his work was on a Los Alamos National Laboratory ( LANL ) Project, that
my research indicates was actually performed the name “Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory”
( LASL ) Geosciences Division” within its geothermal ( volcanic magma ) “Hot Rock” Project
during August 1979 or ‘likely earlier’;
– Schneider of KNUTSON worked at this Archuleta Mesa / Kit Carson National Forest (aka)
Carson National Park work-site during the August 1979 alien event;
– Schneider possibly a ‘sub-contracted engineer’ ( like Keith Millheim of CER GEONUCLEAR
CORP. ) working for KNUTSON ( Tulsa, OK ) performing what that industry refers to as “high
risk construction contracts;”
– New Mexico site on the Archuleta Mesa / Kit Carson National Forrest – aka – Carson National
Park ( New Mexico near Colorado border ), research land grants near Edith, Colorado and Blue
Lake, New Mexico ( Indian land );
– KNUTSON, which Schneider claimed to have been working for, may have been a ‘specially
named adjunct’ working out-of Area 51 / S4 ( Groom Lake, Nevada ) while Schneider travelled
from to work at the Archuleta Mesa ( Edith, Colorado ) site. Could Schneider have been coveringup the exact location being actually in the Kit Carson National Forest Indian land of Blue Lake,
New Mexico ) near Taos, New Mexico where the phonemena of the “Taos hum” is and all the
UFO sighting northeast of Taos, which would place the UFO sightings directly over Indian land of
Blue Lake, New Mexico;
– Check both work and worksite connections between EG & G CHANDLER ENGINEERING
( Tulsa, OK ) and KNUTSON ( Tulsa, Oklahoma ) on work-site contracts that took place during
1979 ( or ‘earlier’ ), in the area of the Kit Carson National Forest ( New Mexico ) and /or
Archuleta Mesa ( New Mexico or southern Colorado ), performing an industry referenced “high
risk construction contract;” and,
– Google Earth shows a ‘gigantic cave-in’ or ‘explosion hole from something’ where scattered
atop is an unusual ‘broken and caved-in lattice pattern’ of ‘huge very-very long beams / tubes’
[ cavern / cave / tunnel support beam cylinders ] that appear ‘snapped like twigs’ and sunken into
a remote cave-in area nearest Edith, Colorado of the Archuleta Mesa area.
COS CST & IGSS Brief Note - Part 2

Church of Scientology ( COS ) and Church of Scientific Technology ( CST ) New Mexico vault
tunneling construction performed by INTERNATIONAL GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS
( Santa Fe, New Mexico ).
Note all ‘sub-contracts’, ‘consulting engineers’, ‘consulting architects’, ‘insurance companies’,
and any other ‘related construction support firms’ for connections, between:
– INTERNATIONAL GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS ( Santa Fe, New Mexico ); – CER
GEONUCLEAR CORPORATION of EG&G ( Las Vegas, Nevada 89114 ); – MORRISONKNUDSEN INC. – aka – KNUTSON ( Las Vegas, Nevada ); – MORRISON KNUDSEN
ENGINEERS – aka – KNUTSON ( Tulsa, Oklahoma ); – CHANDLER ENGINEERING of
EG&G ( Tulsa, Oklahoma ); – Others ( e.g. AUSTRAL OIL, et al. ).
PART 3 –
Nuclear Fracturing Projects – Part 3
Atoms for Peace program fails oilpatch testing. Atoms for Peace was a grand idea aimed at
benefiting the world and was tested in the oilpatch. It never reached its potential in ‘industrial
use’, however it did set an active alternative; accelerating the nuclear arms race between the U.S.
and Russia.
UNITED NATIONS ( UN ) – UNITED STATES President Dwight D. Eisenhower –
It kicked off on November 28, 1953 when the United Nations ( UN ) General Assembly asked the
Disarmament Commission for suggestions to halt nuclear proliferation, 10-days later U.S.
President Dwight D. Eisenhower addressed the UN General Assembly saying:
“The United States would seek more than the mere reduction or elimination of atomic materials
for military purposes. It is not enough to take this weapon out of the hands of soldiers. It must be
put into the hands of those who will know how to strip its military casing and adapt it to the arts of
peace.”
OPERATION PLOWSHARE ( 1972 ) –
In the United States, that effort kicked-off OPERATION PLOWSHARE – named for the Biblical
passage that referred to turning swords into plowshares. The United States had high hopes for
Operation Plowshare. It anticipated twenty-seven ( 27 ) nuclear programs using atomic devices for
peace.
PANAMA – NICARAGUA – COSTA RICA –

Among those plans were proposals to use more than one-hundred ( 100 ) nuclear explosions to
blast a 37 mile ( 60 kilometer ) long canal across the isthmus of Panama at San Blas.
Another plan would use at least 250 blasts for a 140 mile ( 225 kilometer ) canal on the Nicaragua
Costa Rica border.
ALASKA –
PROJECT CHARIOT Cape Thompson, Alaska
Another, PROJECT CHARIOT, almost went into action that would have used several hydrogen
bombs to blast out a harbor at Cape Thompson, Alaska in the Chukchi Sea about 75 miles ( 121
kilometers ) from the Russia border in the Bering Sea Strait.
NEVADA –
PROJECT SEDAN ( 06JUL62 @ 10:00 a.m. ) Yucca Flats, Nevada
Concerns over the native population reduced that to a 104 kiloton proof-of-concept blast called
SEDAN at Yucca Flats, Nevada on July 6, 1962. The blast displaced 12,000,000 million short tons
of dirt and released a 12,000 ft. high ( 3,660 meter ) radioactive cloud.
NEW MEXICO –
PROJECT GASBUGGY ( 10DEC67 ) Kit Carson National Forest ( New Mexico ) / Archuleta
Mesa adjacencies: Dulce, NM; Blue Lake, NM; and, Edith, CO. LAWRENCE LIVERMORE
NATIONAL LABORATORY ( Livermore, California ) U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY
COMMISSION ( AEC ) EL PASO NATURAL GAS
Native American indians of the Tiwa tribe, continue cultural traditions to this day. Around 1903,
by Executive Order, U.S. President Theodore Roosevelt took over 48,000 acres of Tiwa tribal land
( in the “Sangre de Cristo Mountains” of New Mexico ) making it the “Kit Carson National
Forest” (aka) “Carson National Forest” in New Mexico. In 1970, by Executive Order, U.S.
President Richard Nixon returned part of that land to the Tiwa tribe.
A ‘tribal disaster’ ( elsewhere ) was mentioned in an official U.S. Administration letter. Pull letter
from existing files under Knights of Malta member Thomas Sawyer.
Kit Carson National Forest, Sangre de Cristo Mounbtains, Archuleta Mesa, and other names
‘narrow area’ of ‘work-site location(s)’ requiring ‘further research’ surrounding:
– Jemez Plateau;
– Jemez Mountains;

– Fenton Hill, New Mexico
– UNION OIL ( Baca location ) or UNOCAL Geothermal Division ( Los Angeles, CA );
– Mayrsville <?> could be Marysville;
– Coso;
- LASL Geosciences Division;
– ERDA ( Energy Research and Development Administration ) National Laboratories Division of
Geothermal Energy ( DGE );
– Drilling Third ( 3rd ) Borehole ( code name: EE-1 ).
Most of the real testing took place in the oilpatch, starting with PROJECT GASBUGGY – the first
test aimed at releasing natural gas from tight sands and the first use of a nuclear device for
industrial purposes.
It took place on December 10, 1967 in the Carson National Forest of New Mexico – about 90
miles northwest of Santa Fe, New Mexico and 25 miles southwest of the town of Dulce, New
Mexico.
The U.S. ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION ( AEC ) was the oversight agency as LAWRENCE
LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY ( LLNL ) and EL PASO NATURAL GAS
( EPNG ) conducted the test. They set off a 29 kiloton blast 4,240 ft ( 1,293 m ) underground in a
tight shale. According to official figures, the blast created a cavity 80 feet ( 24 m ) wide and 335
feet ( 102 m ) high filled with gas. Unfortunately, the ‘gas was too radioactive’ to use. They didn’t
stop there.
COLORADO –
PROJECT RULISON ( 10SEP69 ) Rifle, Colorado; CER GEONUCLEAR CORP. ( Las Vegas,
Nevada ); Keith K. Millheim ( president of Strategic Worldwide LLC The Woodlands, Texas )
under CER GEONUCLEAR CORP. contract; AUSTRAL OIL ( Denver, Colorado ); TELEDYNE
ISOTOPES ( Palo Alto, California ); ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION ( AEC ).
The industry moved on to Project Rulison, probably the best known of the nuclear blasts for
peace. This blast, also under the control of the ATOMIC ENERGY COMMISSION ( AEC ), was
conducted by CER GEONUCLEAR CORP. ( Las Vegas, Nevada ) and AUSTRAL OIL ( Denver,
Colorado ).
In between international assignments Keith K. Millheim ( president of Strategic Worldwide LLC
The Woodlands, Texas ) was seconded by CER GEONUCLEAR CORP. to help design the
drilling and testing of the Project Rulison Nuclear Gas Stimulation Experiment.
This 43 kiloton blast – 2.6 times the size of the bomb dropped on Hiroshima, Japan – was lowered
8,426 ft ( 2,568 m ) underground from a drill site on the southwest flank of Doghead Mountain in
Battlement Creek Valley in Garfield County, Colorado approximately 40 miles northeast of Grand
Junction, Colorado and 11 miles southwest of Rifle, Colorado. During hearings in the area,

testimony revealed that the government believed the blast would fracture the tight MesaVerde gas
sands and release more gas than conventional fracturing. If they could find a better way of
fracturing, they might have the key to releasing more of the 317 Tcf of gas in place in tight sands,
according to an article by Chester McQueary ( Parachute, Colorado resident ) writing for the High
Country News. Also during the hearings, David Evans from Colorado School of Mines testified
the industry would have to set off 13,000 similar blasts to get the kind of recoveries the
government wanted. According to Chester McQueary, 1-week before the blast the AEC set up a 5
mile ( 8 kilometer ) quarantine zone around the well site as workers lowered the bomb into the
hole. It even paid some homeowners to leave for the day. Unfortunately, winds that could have
carried radiation north to Rifle, Colorado or west of Grand Junction, Colorado delayed the test
until September 10, 1969. Protesters entered the quarantine area in 2s and 3s so they couldn’t be
easily removed. KWSR radio station in Rifle carried a countdown for the blast. Finally, security
forces just left protestors, McQueary among them, in the quarantine area. He felt a “mighty
thump” that lifted him 8 inches into the air and measured 5.5 on the Richter scale in Golden,
Colorado. Again, about 30-days later, the test team found the ‘gas was too radioactive to use’, but
that wasn’t the end of the ‘nuclear program in natural gas’.
COLORADO –
PROJECT RIO BLANCO ( 1971 – 17MAY73 )
EG&G CER GEONUCLEAR CORP. ( Las Vegas, Nevada – 1971 – 1973 ) EQUITY OIL CO.
( Salt Lake City, Utah ) C.F. KNUTSON ( 1973 – 1975 ) D.L. Coffin ( 1968 – 1971 ); F.A.
Welder ( 1968 – 1971 ); R.K. Glanzman ( 1968 – 1971 ); X.W. Dutton ( 1968 ).
<?> Virginia Glanzman ( USGS – Denver, Colorado ) <?>
The next test also took place in the Piceance Basin of Colorado, this one on May 17, 1973. It was
called Project Rio Blanco and was scheduled in Rio Blanco County about 75 miles northwest of
Grand Junction, Colorado and 30 miles ( 48.3 kilometer ) southwest of Meeker.
EG&G CER GEONUCLEAR CORP. ( Las Vegas, Nevada ) and EQUITY OIL CO. ( Salt Lake
City, Utah ) conducted the blast where the operators set three ( 3 ) 330 kiloton devices between
5,838 feet and 6,689 feet ( 1,781 meters and 2,040 meters ) to blast out a huge cavern in the tight
Mesaverde below the Green River oil shale. The blast went off, but the caverns didn’t connect.
NEVADA –
Nevada Test Site ( NTS ) ( 1993 – 1995 ) Nellis Air Force Base, Test Range Site, S-1 ( Nevada )
Area 51
LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY ( LLNL – Livermore, California );
DESERT RESEARCH INSTITUTE ( P.O. Box 60220, Reno, Nevada 89506-0220 ) D.K. Smith;
B.K. Esser; J.L. Thompson; J.I. Daniels; R. Andricevic; – 1994 – L.R. Anspaugh ” ; R.L.

Jacobson ” ; I.Y. Borg; – 1976 – R. Stone ” ; H.B. Levy ” ; L.D. Ramspott ” .
WYOMING –
PROJECT WAGON WHEEL
AUSTRAL OIL PRESCO INC. ( The Woodlands, Texas – V-P: Kim R.W. Bennetts ) EL PASO
NATURAL GAS U.S. ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY ( EPA )
The federal agency had planned to move next to PROJECT WAGON WHEEL, but that test never
took place. Wagon Wheel was scheduled to loosen up the tight formations on the Pinedale
Anticline in Sublette County, Wyoming – an area operators have only recently started developing
with large numbers of wells.
Unlike PROJECT GASBUGGY, which was a cost-is-no-object technical test, PROJECT
WAGON WHEEL was supposed to ‘test profitability of atomic fracturing’ and was the biggest
test to-date with plans for five ( 5 ) 100-kiloton nuclear explosions set-off 5-minutes apart and
from 9,220 feet to 11,570 feet ( 2,812 meters to 3,529 meters ) in a field discovered by EL PASO
NATURAL GAS.
The operators planned to wait 4-months to 6-months before testing the well, and thought radiation
released in testing would be lower than normal background radiation. But the project gathered a
lot of opposition. Among the statements that killed it was testimony by Dr. Ken Perry, a geologist
with the University of Wyoming.
Looking at plans for 40 to 50 nuclear explosions per year, he said for full area development.
Southwestern Wyoming would be the ‘earthquake center of the world, according to Adam Mark
Lederer in a thesis entitled, “Using Public Policy Models to Evaluate Nuclear Stimulation
Programs: Wagon Wheel in Wyoming.”
After the PROJECT RIO BLANCO blast, officials plugged and abandoned three ( 3 ) wells in the
area, but left three ( 3 ) wells open on the RB-E-01 drill pad so they could monitor the wells.
When they finally abandoned the surface facilities, the radiation was no different than the
background radiation in the area except for tritium readings, which exceeded government criteria
in several samples.
In 2002, officials decided to lift all restrictions on surface activity. They did mandate there should
be no penetration of the surface to 1,500 feet ( 458 meters ) within 100 feet ( 30 meters ) of the
well bore and no intrusion from 1,500 feet to 7,500 feet ( 458 meters to 2,288 meters ) within a
600 feet ( 183-m ) radius of the well bore. The situation was similar at the Rulison well site, but
with a recent twist.
Following the $6,500,000 million ( USD ) Rulison well, also called the AUSTRAL OIL Hayward

#25-95 in Section 25-7s-95w, the government continued monitoring the subsurface as it had at Rio
Blanco. In both cases it wanted to monitor the possible migration of radiation. The Environmental
Protection Agency ( EPA ) also conducts annual sampling of deep monitoring wells and water
sources in the area. Except for deep radiation at both sites, the areas are clean.
Recently, however PRESCO INC. ( The Woodlands, Texas ) sought permission for 40-acre
spacing over an area that would include the Rulison well site.
It already had drilled a well in prolific Rulison field 1.5 miles ( 2.4 kilometers ) from the test site
with no sign of radioactivity. Approval would have allowed the company to drill multiple wells
near the Hayward well bore. Kim R.W. Bennetts, vice president of exploration and production for
the company, said even if it drilled into the cavity, which it didn’t plan to do, very little radiation
remained. Bennetts also said the company couldn’t, and wouldn’t, sell radioactive gas. Its planned
wells in the area would be 1,200 feet ( 366 meters ) to the northeast and 1,600 feet ( 488 meters )
to the southeast of the Rulison test well.
After a February 10, 2004 meeting of the Colorado Oil & Gas Conservation Commission, the
company then received approval to drill only one well on 40-acre spacing within a half-mile
radius of the Rulison test well.
The company even had support from the county until it raised its plans from one ( 1 ) well to four
( 4 ) wells. The Colorado commission said it would approve the wells on a case-by-case basis.
Currently, with no plans by any agency to continue work with ‘nuclear devices in the oilpatch’, it
looks as if that research has come to an end.
While it lasted, however, it was a daring period of research into ‘advanced methods of releasing
huge volumes of natural gas’, and that research continues today.
EG&G – Part 4
EG & G INC. (aka) EG and G INCORPORATED 45 William Street Wellesley, Massachusetts
02181 U.S.A. Telephone: (781) 237-5100 Fax: (781) 431-4255 WWW: http://www.egginc.com
Statistics:
Public Company
Incorporated: 1947 as Edgerton, Germehausen & Grier, Inc. Employees: 13,000 Sales: $1.41
billion (1998) Stock Exchanges: New York Ticker Symbol:EGG
NAIC: 334413 Semiconductor & Related Device Manufacturing; 334419 Other Electronic
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Displaying & Controlling Industrial Process Variables; 334519 Other Measuring & Controlling
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Company Perspectives:
Our vision is that we can create value in an environment of ever-accelerating change. Value
creation is our singular aim and ultimate measure of success. We believe that the increasing drive
to create value represents the surest and most consistent avenue for us to benefit our customers,
employees, stockholders and constituent communities. Our value creation model focuses on
growth primarily derived from internal development.
Company History:
EG & G Incorporated is a diversified technology company that develops and provides products for
public and private customers in the medical, aerospace, telecommunications, semiconductor,
photographic, and other industries. The company’s operations are broken into five business units:
Instruments; Life Sciences; Engineered Products; Optoelectronics; and Technical Services. Its
Instruments operation is based on x-ray imaging systems and provides screening and inspection
systems for use in airport and industrial security, and environmental, food, and nuclear industry
monitoring. The Life Sciences unit develops systems for biochemical research and medical
diagnostics. The Engineered Products unit designs and produces pneumatic systems, seals, and
bellows for aerospace, semiconductor, and power generation markets. EG & G’s Optoelectronics
division specializes in optical sensing devices for industrial and medical applications. The
company’s final unit, Technical Services, provides engineering, research, management, and
support services to governmental and industrial clients.
Nuclear Management and Monitoring: 1940s – 1950s
EG & G was established by three nuclear engineers from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology shortly after the end of World War II. These engineers, Harold E. Edgerton, Kenneth
J. Germehausen, and Herbert E. Grier, had been involved in the American effort to construct an
atomic bomb during the war. So valued were their contributions that after the war the government
asked them to establish a company to manage further development of the country’s nuclear
weapons. The three established a small partnership called Edgerton, Germehausen & Grier on
November 13, 1947, and quickly began collecting contracts to advise the government on nuclear
tests in Nevada and on South Pacific islands.
One of the first employees of the new company was Bernard J. O’Keefe, another MIT graduate
who had worked for Dr. Grier during the war. O’Keefe served with the 21st Bomber Command in
the Mariana Islands during the war, and is said to have personally wired the bomb that later
destroyed the Japanese city of Nagasaki. O’Keefe was sent to Japan after its surrender to
investigate that country’s progress with nuclear technology and recruit promising Japanese
scientists for other atomic projects. A specialist in the design and development of electronic
instrumentation and controls, O’Keefe quickly gained an important position in the growing firm.

Inconvenienced by the length of the company’s name, employees soon began to rely on the simple
acronym EG & G, which later became its official name. In order to maintain close contact with
MIT and its excellent nuclear and electronic engineering programs, EG & G set up its
headquarters in Bedford, Massachusetts, in northwest suburban Boston.
EG & G was involved in the U.S. effort to build a more powerful nuclear weapon, the hydrogen
bomb. That year, Grier and O’Keefe were present at a Nevada test site to personally witness an Hbomb detonation. After the weapon failed to explode, Grier and O’Keefe flipped a coin to
determine who should scale the 300-foot test tower and disarm the bomb. Although O’Keefe lost,
he won the special distinction of being the first man to disarm a live H-bomb.
O’Keefe had a second brush with disaster in 1958 when he witnessed an H-bomb detonation at
Bikini Atoll in the South Pacific. There, shifting winds in the upper atmosphere caused a
radioactive cloud of fallout to shower his bunker.
These experiences taught O’Keefe the awesome destructive power of nuclear weaponry and the
dangers of radioactive fallout. As an engineer and manager he was bound to perform his
company’s contracts, but grew personally opposed to the use of nuclear weapons. This sharpened
his sense of responsibility toward the emerging form of warfare, a quality that was not lost upon
the government’s Atomic Energy Commission.
As a result of EG & G’s experience with detonations, and O’Keefe’s concern for nuclear nonproliferation, the company became increasingly involved in distant monitoring projects,
particularly as they related to Soviet nuclear tests. By observing changes in the atmosphere, EG &
G was able to determine the incidence and strength of Soviet tests and provide important data on
the progress of Moscow’s weapons program. In the process, EG & G gained highly specialized
knowledge in environmental sciences. These skills had numerous applications outside the
weapons industry, in such areas as pollution control and environmental management.
Exploring Commercial Markets: 1960s
As early as 1960, O’Keefe and the company’s three founders had considered establishing a new
environmental analysis business, which would lessen EG & G’s dependence on low-margin
government contracts and permit the company to enter new commercial markets. But at the time,
neither public concern nor legislation placed a high value on such endeavors.
Three years later, the United States, the Soviet Union, and the United Kingdom signed a protocol
that banned nuclear tests in the atmosphere, above ground, in the water, or in outer space.
With this document, EG & G appeared to lose a major portion of its business. However, the
protocol did not prevent underground tests, which were far more complicated.
EG & G remained the only company with the proper supervisory credentials to manage this type
of nuclear testing.

The company was forced to develop geologic analytical capabilities and become a ‘tunneling’ and
‘mining operation’ as well.
Furthermore, the government had also laid plans to establish a kind of NASA equivalent of
oceanographics ( NOAA ).
Eager to take a place in this organization, EG & G invested heavily in oceanographic research.
While the underwater NASA never materialized, the efforts enabled O’Keefe to further cultivate
new commercial markets for EG & G, including excavation and water transmission.
During this time the company’s three ( 3 ) founders moved further into retirement, taking
ceremonial “executive chairman emeritus” positions.
As a result, O’Keefe became the de facto head of the company.
EG & G also pursued a strong acquisition campaign, taking over thirteen ( 13 ) companies
between 1964 – 1967 when a strong environmental movement began to form in the United States.
With legislation still years away, EG & G began laying plans to play an important role in the
environmental projects it was sure would result.
EG & G was divided into four ( 4 ) main operating divisions.
EG & G INTERNATIONAL, primarily concerned with oceanography, was the smallest.
EG & G standard products and equipment division produced a variety of machines and electronic
devices, grew fastest during the 1960s.
EG & G nuclear detonation and monitoring business segment remained its largest.
EG & G nuclear technology group, most innovative and interesting, involved design of nuclear
rocket engines ( ion engines ) for interplanetary propulsion.
EG & G CER GEONUCLEAR CORPORATION Projects included “nuclear landscaping” known
as nuclear explosion controlled blasts, carving out:
Harbors; Canals; and, Passageways ( Tunnels, Pipelines, etc. ).
EG & G CER GEONUCLEAR CORPORATION Unit participations tested nuclear explosions
‘used to fracture layers of rock’ for access to otherwise inaccessible reserve locations of oil and
gas for exploitation. Although feasible, these EG & G’public works’ projects failed in gaining
public support.

In fact, opposition to nuclear technology in-general ‘increased’ as people grew wary of the safety
of nuclear energy.
In addition, nuclear excavation would have required an unlikely waiver of the 1963 Nuclear Test
Ban Treaty.
With the evaporation of good commercial prospects for its nuclear engineering expertise, EG & G
was forced to rely again on military projects. Despite efforts to step up mechanical and electrical
engineering work (partly by acquiring a spate of small research companies), EG & G mustered
only four percent annual growth during the late 1960s.
Failed Initiatives: 1970 – 1975
Interest in nuclear power increased dramatically during the 1973 – 1974 Arab oil embargo, in
which Americans sought to reduce their costly dependence on imported oil.
Realizing that the world’s oil exporting nations stood to permanently lose their largest customer,
the United States, King Faisal of Saudi Arabia promptly called for an end to the embargo.
Nonetheless, while Americans regained access to Arab oil, the end of the embargo was disastrous
for the U.S. nuclear energy industry and for EG & G.
The end of the embargo removed one of the great justifications for nuclear power, and gave antinuclear activists time to properly organize legislative battles.
While EG & G was being locked out of yet another promising commercial application of its
technologies, it attempted projects in other fields.
Some years earlier, in an effort to develop a new process for purifying nuclear isotopes, EG & G
developed a flash tube that was ideal for photocopiers, but by the time an application could be
developed, XEROX had already saturated the market with conventional designs.
In another ill-timed move, the company bet that environmental laws would cause demand for the
unconventional Wankel engine to rise.
EG & G purchased a Texas automobile testing agency in hopes of winning large emission
monitoring contracts, but the oil embargo destroyed the market for the clean but gas-eating
Wankel engine as automobile environmental legislation was abandoned.
During this time, with the encouragement of the government, EG & G established a minoritydominated subsidiary, EG & G Roxbury, in a neighborhood of Boston, hoping to help strengthen
the economic structure of the community. The project floundered, however, when bureaucrats
failed to properly support the program, causing only a few sales to be made from the subsidiary.
After a few years of disastrous results, the entire program was wound up.

On the Upswing: 1976 – 1980s
In 1976, EG & G environmental division evolved into a comprehensive resource efficiency
operation providing complete oceanographic, atmospheric, and geophysical analysis rather than
concentrating on environmental compliance languishing after the oil embargo by conserving
resources, operations could more easily achieve pollution and waste reduction targets.
EG & G port development was unable to use nuclear devices to carve custom designed harbors,
became a world leader in oceanographic studies and channel engineering by designing numerous
tanker ports in the Persian Gulf and bauxite harbors in South America.
In 1979, U.S. President Jimmy Carter asked Bernard O’Keefe to serve as Chairman for the
Synthetic Fuels Corporation of the U.S. government. Having already been asked to serve on a
transition team for then presidential candidate Ronald Reagan, O’Keefe refused President Carter’s
offer.
With the election of U.S. President Ronald Reagan in 1980, the United States took a sudden turn
toward military armament programs.
EG & G experienced a resurgence in its flagging nuclear testing business and was tapped to
develop a number of new nuclear weapons systems, including, the:
MX nuclear underground mobile railroad missile; and, Strategic Defense Initiative ( SDI ) – Star
Wars Program.
A self-described “card carrying member of the military-industrial complex,” Bernard O’Keefe
wrote in his book “Nuclear Hostages” that the United States and the Soviet Union were
deadlocked in a nuclear arms race neither could control. Ironically, EG & G remained deeply
involved in a number of Reagan administration projects O’Keefe opposed, including:
MX nuclear underground mobile railroad missile; Neutron bomb; and, Europe nuclear missile
weapon stationings.
Nevertheless, EG & G pre-tax operating profit doubled from the new business.
EG & G also became involved in the space shuttle program, checking the spacecraft electrical
components, loading its fuel, and managing the Cape Canaveral, Florida space center during
shuttle missions.
EG & G site management abilities won it a position with the U.S. Department of Energy ( DOE )
elite Nuclear Emergency Search Team ( NEST ) which investigated nuclear extortion threats.
The company also won a contract to manage the U.S. government troubled Rocky Flats

installation outside Denver, Colorado facility, widely criticized under ROCKWELL
INTERNATIONAL for mismanagement, manufacturing nuclear weapon triggers.
EG & G maintained its momentum throughout the 1980s, winning contracts from diverse
governmental agencies, including, the:
U.S. Department of Energy ( DOE ); U.S. Army; U.S. Air Force; U.S. Department of Defense;
and, U.S. Customs Service ( now U.S. Department of Homeland Security ).
In 1988 the company hit a record high for both sales and earnings.
O’Keefe retired from EG & G during this period of strong growth, and was succeeded by John M.
Kucharski.
Rapid Diversification: 1990s
Under U.S. President George Bush, and with the subsequent collapse of the Soviet military threat,
the number of EG & G nuclear test projects decreased significantly.
As such, EG & G was under pressure to cultivate profitable new commercial ventures to offset the
loss of revenue from military contracts.
The company responded rapidly, entering new commercial markets via a series of acquisitions.
One of the first acquisitions of the 1990s was ELECTRO-OPTICS, the optoelectronics business of
GENERAL ELECTRIC ( GE ) Canada.
GENERAL ELECTRIC ELECTRO-OPTICS designed and produced advanced semiconductor
emitters and detectors for defense, space, telecommunications, and industrial applications.
Other new ventures followed quickly:
WALLAC Group ( Finland based ), which produced analytical and diagnostic systems;
IC SENSORS, a maker of sensing devices for industrial, automotive, medical, and aerospace uses;
and,
NoVOCs Inc., an environmental remediation specialist.
In 1994, facing legal pressure from activists’ groups, EG & G announced that it would discontinue
its nuclear-related endeavors as its various existing contracts expired. 1994, the company
undertook a major reorganization to accommodate its newly acquired interests and the
discontinuation of its nuclear business.

One important area of focus for the company was its Instruments division, which was rapidly
becoming a leader in the field of weapons and explosives screening systems. After providing x-ray
machines and metal detectors for the Democratic and Republican national conventions in 1992,
the company won a contract to supply state-of-the-art explosives detection systems for U.S.
federal courthouses across the nation. A subsequent contract with the Federal Aviation
Administration ( FAA ) called for ten ( 10 ) of the most advanced explosives detection systems of
EG & G for screening checked baggage in airports.
In 1998, EG & G president and CEO John M. Kucharski was replaced by Gregory Summe
( former president of ALLIEDSIGNAL INC. Automotive Products Group ) known for his ability
to streamline and consolidate technology businesses.
He assumed his new position with the twin ( 2 ) goals, of:
1. improving operational efficiency; and,
2. restructuring EG & G portfolio, sharpen the focus on identified high-growth markets.
One of his first efforts toward better operational efficiency was to consolidate all EG & G’s
business into five ( 5 ) independent strategic business units:
Life Sciences; Instruments; Engineered Products; Optoelectronics; and,Technical Services.
The company also began repositioning its portfolio by liquidating assets that fell outside these
growth areas and making acquisitions that strengthened the EG & G position within its identified
markets.
This strategy led to the largest acquisition in the company’s history:
LUMEN TECHNOLOGIES.
Lumen, purchased for $250,000,000 million in December 1998, was known globally as a producer
of ‘specialty lighting’.
Lumen acquisition served to strengthen the company’s existing position in the medical lighting
market, while at the same time allowing it entry into the areas of video and entertainment lighting.
Looking to the Future –
The consolidation efforts that Summe’s management team initiated in 1998 were expected to
continue, with the goal of streamlining sites, functions, and processes so as to reduce operating
costs and improve quality, consistency, and response time.
The company intended to continue its focused acquisition strategy.

It also planned to continue aggressively developing and marketing new products in its various
divisions. Some of the products expected to be introduced were high-volume, cost-effective
systems for drug screening, and a Point of Care system that allowed diagnosticians to determine
whether or not a patient had suffered a heart attack in just 15-minutes.
In addition to introducing new products, the company also anticipated an increased emphasis on
product line extensions and renewals.
EG& G Principal ( Primary List – Public ) Subsidiaries:
EG & G Alabama Inc.; EG & G ASTROPHYSICS ( England ); EG & G ATP GmbH
( Germany ); EG & G ATP GmbH & Co. Automotive Testing Papenburg KG ( Germany ); EG &
G Automotive Research Inc.; EG & G CALIFORNIA INC.; EG & G Benelux BV ( Netherlands );
EG & G Canada Investments Inc.; EG & G Canada Limited; EG & G DEFENSE MATERIALS
INC.; EG & G do Brasil Ltda.; EG & G E.C. ( UK ); EG & G Emissions Testing Services Inc.; EG
& G ENERGY MEASUREMENTS INC.; EG & G Exporters Ltd. ( U.S. Virgin Islands ); EG &
G Florida Inc.; EG & G GmbH. ( Germany ); EG & G HOLDINGS INC.; EG & G Hong Kong
Ltd.; EG & G IC Sensors Inc.; EG & G Idaho Inc.; EG & G Information Technologies Inc.; EG &
G Instruments GmbH. ( Germany ); EG & G Instruments International Ltd.; EG & G Instruments
Inc.; EG & G International Ltd.; EG & G Japan Inc. ( USA ); EG & G Judson InfaRed Inc.; EG &
G KT AEROFAB INC.; EG & G Langley Inc.; EG & G Ltd. ( UK ); EG & G Management
Services of San Antonio Inc.; EG & G Management Systems Inc.; EG & G Missouri Metals
Shaping Company Inc.; EG & G Mound Applied Technologies Inc.; EG & G Omni Inc.; EG & G
Pressure Science Inc.; EG & G Singapore Pte Ltd.; EG & G SPECIAL PROJECTS INC.; EG & G
Star City Inc.; EG & G S.A. ( France ); EG & G SpA ( Italy ); EG & G Technical Services of
West Virginia Inc.; EG & G Vactec Philippines Ltd.; EG & G Ventures Inc.; EG & G Watertown
Inc.; ANTARTIC SUPPORT ASSOCIATES ( Columbia ); B.A.I. GmbH. ( Germany ); Benelux
Analytical Instruments S.A. ( Belgium; 92.3% ); Berthold A.G. ( Switzerland ); Berthold
Analytical Instruments Inc.; Berthold France S.A. ( 80% ); Berthold GmbH & Co. KG
( Germany ); Biozone Oy ( Finland ); EC III Inc. ( Mexico; 49% ); Eagle EG & G Inc.; Eagle EG
& G Aerospace Co. Ltd.; Heimann Optoelectronics GmbH ( Germany ); Heimann Shenzhen
Optoelectronics Co. Ltd. ( China ); NOK EG & G Optoelectronics Corp. ( Japan; 49% );
PRIBORI Oy ( Russia ); PT EG & G Heimann Optoelectronics ( Singapore ); RETICON CORP.;
Reynolds Electrical & Engineering Inc.; Science Support Corporation; SEIKO EG & G CO. LTD.
( Japan; 49% ); SHANGHAI EG & G RETICON OPTOELECTRONICS CO. LTD.; Societe
Civile Immoiliere ( France; 82.5% ); THE LAUNCH SUPPORT CO. L.C.; VACTEC INC.;
WALLAC ADL AG ( Germany ); WALLAC ADL GmbH ( Germany ); WALLAC A/S;
WALLAC Holding GmbH ( Germany ); WALLAC Norge AS ( Norway ); WALLAC Oy
( Finland ); WALLAC SVERIGE AB ( Sweden ); WALLAC INC.; WELLESLEY B.V.
( Netherlands ); WRIGHT COMPONENTS INC.; ZAO PRIBORI.
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–
– Pittman Station ( Henderson, Nevada ) USAF personnel support for Area 51. – PAX = Pittman
Air Station ( USAF ) – PAD = Area 51 Test Site – Personnel Response Phrase For Area 51
( Nevada ) Access Entry: “I work for ‘EG And G’ at the ‘Site’.”
–
DESERT RESEARCH INSTITUTE ( DRI ), New Mexico.
–
Not likely places to be visited by many of us are those secretly hidden underground, and even
more-so underwater – since at least the 1930s.
Superpower nations have reigned supreme based on financial support for programs and projects
worked on by some citizens holding ‘deep underground secrets’ hidden for decades by
governments reasoning to such workers that their work has been done to protect ‘people’ and
‘property’ – all “in the interest of national security.”
Rarely do ‘government contract worker ants’ ( citizens ) ever realize ‘what it is’ we need to be
protected from, and all anyone can think is that it is something bad we could imagine while never
being able to comprehend anything ‘unimaginable’ we need protection from. Do any of us really
want to know what ‘that is’, which we’re supposedly being protected against?
This report covers ‘unexplainable encounters’ governments decline to publicly explain. Events,
buried over time and matters long forgotten about from most memories, that-is until recent events
began unfolding a few, putting old stories thought-of as ’myths’ back into perspective today.
Some noteworthy facts, still remain ”classified’ and ‘locked away’ by high level authorities.
Some, never revealed on television, motion picture films, books, or newspapers may now be
reviewed through selected intelligence bits ‘n pieces ( below ) that may begin to dawn on some of
us recalling having once heard of something about one or more but could not recall the source or
details.
Legacy reports and more ( below ):

1975 – California ( Southern and Northern ) and Oregon ( Southern )
California Floats On Ocean?
John J. Williams of CONSUMERTRONICS CO. ( Alamogordo, New Mexico, USA ), said:
“Some time ago, I heard ( on a television interview show ) a man briefly mention that parts of
California ( and neighboring states ) are floating on the Pacific Ocean. He was a high ranking
U.S. Navy officer aboard a top secret nuclear submarine that has been ( and is ) ‘exploring’ and
‘mapping’ enormous caverns and passageways underneath the Western U.S. for over 10-years
now. A friend of mine finally tracked down the man who is now quietly living in retirement and
asked that no details pointing to him be revealed as he does not want publicity and government
attention. After writing this article, I destroyed my files on him. This is his story.”
Williams explained that ‘not all’ areas in-question are actually ‘resting’ or “floating” on the ocean.
Many subterranean cavities are located beneath the western United States but not limited to just
“California,” and consist of very large water-filled aquasystem passageways are explored up to
several hundred miles inland, by nuclear-powered submarine, particularly in regions of southern
California, northern California and southern Oregon.
Williams continues, “…When this U.S. Navy officer retired ( several years ago ), in spite of about
10-years of intensive U.S. Naval Oceanographic study, the U.S. Navy had still not gotten even a
handle on their [ subterranean waterway passageway cavaties ] exacts [ oceanographic coordinates
] and dimensions. Today, the story may be different. He [ U.S. Navy officer, retired ] made the
following statements from his observations:
1. These passageways are labyrinths with widths from a few [ feet ] up to thousands of feet wide,
averaging roughly about a 100-feet across [ wet caverns ];
2. Much like dry caverns, heights and depths vary a great deal, and in some cases two [ 2 ] or more
‘caverns or passageways pass over or under each other’ at different depths;
3. Most of the underwater entrances lie just off the Continental Shelf;
4. Most of the underwater entrances are ‘too small for submarine investigation’, but many that are
large enough lie in waters that are too deep [ ultra deep sea ];
5. Some of the caverns ( in southern California ) are topped by oil while others are filled with
gases believed approximate to our atmosphere [ in very ancient times ];
6. The San Joaquin Valley [ California ] is essentially a portion of the original cavernous area that
collapsed eons ago due to it’s sheer weight;

7. What is being passed-off as the “San Andreas Fault” are large unsupported chambers [ caverns ]
that are in the process of collapsing. When the ‘big one’ [ earthquake ] finally hits, many
scientists in the know believe that most of California will break off like a cold Hershey bar
[ chocolate candy bar ] and slide into the ocean.
8. [ this item was later deleted due to the individual’s fear that disclosure may in-part – due to
recent ( 1985 ) international events – disturb a resolution to the feared problem, a similar scenario
to that portrayed in a James Bond motion picture film depicting underground caverns, silicon
valley technologies, nuclear weapons, and the San Andreas fault. ];
9. A well known U.S. nuclear submarine lost its way, within these passageways, resulting in its
disappearance, but publicly reported as lost amidst open sea elsewhere using a recovery effort
cover [ GLOMAR ( Global Marine ) Explorer ];
Williams continued, “I have no reason to doubt the man. I can’t tell for sure whether or not these
caverns and passageways exist or to their extent. The story does sound a bit fantastic but I have
no reason to doubt the man [ retired U.S. Navy officer ]. I have seen copies of documentation at
least proving he was a high ranking U.S. Navy officer with nuclear-powered submarine duty, and
a distinguished scientist. His scientific background and reputation are impeccable. He definitely
cannot be labeled as a crackpot, lunatic or publicity seeker.
I would very much like more information on this topic …”
Upon further inquiries, by ‘inner earth’ researchers, John J. Williams responded with the
following when asked whether or not he [ Williams ] had received any replies to his request for
more information about the alleged subterranean aquasystem passageways below California:
“Since publishing our article on the vast cavern network under much of California, we have
received many responses and inquiries. Some of these responses appear to have been from
knowledgeable sources. Note that the material sent to us for this article was written by someone
of very high repute whose credentials I personally checked out. Due to an agreement with him, I
cannot reveal his identity.”
John J. Williams continued, “One response was from a retired submarine U.S. Navy Commander
claiming to have spent many years in the waters off California and that such caverns do ‘not’
exist. Another response was from an anonymous person who cited unpublished oil company
seismographic data stated, ‘Although most of the caverns you depict in your drawing are smaller,
larger or located somewhat differently than the actual caverns, you are essentially correct … My
information is more up-to-date than what you apparently relied upon.’ He ( or she ) did not supply
any maps to pin down our differences, just some written descriptions, however some
knowledgeable person could probably deduce his ( or her ) overall ‘map’ from the voluminous
seismographic data sent. I am in the process of looking for this input; it’s been several years now
and it may have all been thrown out … Incidentally, the oil company seismic data had much data

around the City of Fresno in Central California area if that helps any.”
–
1970s – California, County of Los Angeles, City of Long Beach
“One incident, which may lend credence to California floating on the ocean was a newspaper story
that made ( in recent years ) headlines ( The Press Telegram newspaper of Long Beach,
California ) involving an oil discovery beneath Long Beach, California as oil companies pumped
oil out-of the ground the entire City of Long Beach began to sink up to 26-feet into the Pacific
Ocean, and dikes had to be built to keep the seawater out. The problem was ( temporarily ) being
resolved by ‘water injection’ ( i.e. pumping an equivalent amount of water into the ground caverns
to replace the amount of oil removed, in order to keep the City of Long Beach, California afloat.”
–
1963 April 23 – SubOceania
One note of interest, in connection with the account of John J.
Williams, was a statement made by Virginia Louise Swanson, a prominent investigator of the
California elusive creature known as “Bigfoot,” a huge hairy creature that walks upright. Virginia
L. Swanson has performed considerale studies on cave connections in relationship to the Bigfoot
phenomena and its ability to hide so well, and refers to these California dry cavernous openings
saying, “Somewhere I got the idea that a big portion of Death Valley [ California ] is located on a
shelf of ‘false bedrock’. A certain type of earthquake would collapse all of it down to an
enormous series of caverns that would open-up into another Grand Canyon [ Arizona ].”
According to our knowledge, the only nuclear-powered submarines to ever disappear – under
mysterious circumstances – were the USS SCORPION or USS THRESHER.
It is uncertain whether the retired U.S. Navy officer, who John J. Williams spoke of, was referring
to the USS SCORPION or USS THRESHER, although the USS THRESHER disappearance
caused more publicity as a Flagship, the World’s most advanced class nuclear attack submarine
designed to operate deeper in sea depths and more silent ( noise reduction propeller screws ) than
any of its predecessor submarine vessels, The U.S.S. THRESHER was also endowed with highly
significant advanced sonar equipment, fire-control systems, and was the most advanced
international submarine in the World at the time of its disappearance so, it could have easily been
an ideal choice as a U.S. Naval Oceanographic underwater global exploratory vessel missioned
top secret for caverns mentioned by the U.S. Navy officer earlier interviewed by John Williams.
On April 10, 1963 the USS THRESHER, under command of U.S. Navy Lieutenant Commander
John W. Harvey, a total of 129 men comprised of the ‘crew’, ‘civilian technicians’, and
‘observers’ – according to official government reports – disappeared without any explanation,
trace or clue as to the fate of the vessel or occupants, nothing was ever recovered, and no
indications of any oil slicks, radiation, floating debris, or similar signs of wreckage were ever
seen.

It is interesting to note that, at the time almost all reports stated the USS THRESHER
“disappeared” or was “lost” but no reports indicated it was “sunk” [ or “buried” or “captured” ].
One woman, whose husband was on the ill-fated USS THRESHER, reported she believed her
husband was still alive.
Theologically speaking, the possibility of a long distance connection or “communion” on a deep
emotional level between a husband and a wife may not always be consigned to the realm of the
occult or psychic phenomena. Many religions believe the very spiritual natures of a husband and
a wife are united upon consummation of a marriage and thus become as Christian teachings
indicate, “one flesh”.
The actual words of this woman, interviewed by William Carson and Jeannie Joy – two [ 2 ]
writers [ columnists for Search Magazine ] devoted to pursuing strange events – shortly after the
USS THRESHER disappearance, were as follows:
“My husband was on the submarine THREASHER when it disappeared. I don’t consider myself a
widow. I don’t believe my husband is dead. No, it’s not a matter of just not being able to believe
it, to accept reality, I just can’t get over the conviction that he’s still alive somewhere. I love my
husband very much. I know he loved – loves me. We were very close. We could always tell
when something was wrong with each other. Intuition, I guess. I should have felt something the
instant there was trouble, if he was really in serious trouble and knew it – a matter of life and
death – but I didn’t.”
“What do you believe really happened?” Carson and Joy asked the attractive young woman.
“Most people think I’m crazy when I say this, but I believe the THRESHER was captured.”
“By whom?”
“I can’t say for sure, but there ‘was’ a Russian submarine spotted near there that day ( near ‘where
it reportedly vanished 220-miles off Boston harbor ), only I can’t imagine how even the Russians
could ‘capture’ a vessel like the THRESHER without leaving the slightest evidence!”
–
1989 – California, County of Inyo, City of Deep Springs ( east of Owens Valley and Bishop, CA )
and Nevada, Las Vegas
The following account, concerning an area just east of Owens Valley in Bishop, California was
related by Val Valerian in his ‘Leading Edge’ newsletter ( December 1989 – January 1990 issue )
article entitled “Deep Springs, California,” stated:
“Deep Springs, California is an area that is becoming known as the site for very strange events.

According to the information released both on the air of KVEG AM radio and from other sources,
the area is full of strange people wandering around in black suits. There have also been rumors
that there is an underground facility in the area.
Checking with gravity anomaly maps proved that there are large cavities under the ground in that
area. The wildest claims relative to the area have stated that alien life-forms are being released
there … Deep Springs Lake has been probed and it appears bottomless.
Divers have traveled along an underground river 27-miles toward the Las Vegas, Nevada area
before having to turn around.”
–
1963 – California, County of Inyo-Kern, Bishop & Casa Diablo
In the April 1963 issue of Search Magazine, investigative reporters William Carson and Jeannie
Joy, in their regular column ( “Prying Into The Unknown” ) relayed the following information:
“It has always been a mystery to us, in the first place, how Mr. and Mrs. P.E. [ names excised for
privacy ] can find and afford the time to do the sort of things most of us only dream of doing.
After knowing them for more than 15-years, it is inconceivable to suspect their integrity or sanity
– and yet they impose the following excise upon our credulity.
While exploring for petroglyphs, in the Casa Diablo vicinity of Bishop, California Mr. & Mrs.
P.E. came upon a circular hole in the ground, about 9-feet in diameter, which exuded a sulfurous
steam and seemed recently to have been filled with hot water. A few feet from the surface the
shaft took a tangent course which looked easily accessible and, upon an impulse with which we
cannot sympathize, the dauntless E.’s – armed only with a flashlight – forthwith crawled down
into that hole. At a depth we’ve failed to record the oblique tunnel opened into a horizontal
corridor whose dripping walls, now encrusted with minerals, could only have been carved by
human hands, countless ages ago; of this the E.’s felt certain.
The end of the short passage was blocked by what seemed to be a huge doorway of solid rock
which, however, wouldn’t yield. Their flashlight was turned to a corner where water dripped from
a protuberance, which proved to be a delicately carved face, distorted now by the crystallized
minerals, and from whose gaping mouth water issued.
As Mr. and Mrs. E. stood there in silent awe – wondering what lay behind that immovable door –
the strangest thing of all happened … but our chronology will not be incorrect if we wait until they
return to the surface before revealing this, for now the water began gushing from the carved mouth
and from other unseen ducts elsewhere in that cave and rising at an alarming rate. They hurried to
the surface, and in less than 30-minutes there was only a quite ordinary appearing pool of warm
mineral water on the desert floor.

‘Do you know,’ Mrs. E. said to her husband, ‘while I stood down there I heard music – the
strangest, most weird music I’d ever heard. But it seemed to come from everywhere at once or
from inside my own head. I guess it was just my imagination.’
Mr. E. turned pale. ‘My God,’ he said, ‘I thought it was my imagination but I heard it too – like
music from some other world!’
Why do they call that rock formation – near where the E’s had their strange experience in Bishop,
California – ” Casa Diablo ” [ known in English as ] “Devil House”? And why was that area
[ County of Inyo ] named by the Indians as ” Inyo ” [ known in English as ] dwelling place of the
great spirit?”
–
1991 – New Madrid Fault Area ( Central United States & Northeast Mexico )
– Typhlichthys Fish – Interwoven Immense Cave Systems ( Central United States & Southern
United States – New Madrid Fault Area ) – Sotano de las Golondrinas Cave Hole ( Aquismo,
S.L.P., MEXICO )
Erich A. Aggen Jr., in his article “Top Secret: Alien UFO Bases” ( Search
Magazine issue Summer 1991 ), presented the following revelations concerning the UFO
subterranean connection:
“A great deal of UFO research has also led to the conclusion that various … species of aliens have
set up secret underground bases in the United States and other countries. It is logical to assume
that such bases have also been established elsewhere in the solar system. If such bases exist,
where would we find them? Existing information allows us to make a few educated guesses.
Earth bases, underground, The dark, cavernous world beneath our feet is the source of many
baffling mysteries. Clandestine UFO bases may be hidden deep within the earth in natural and/or
artificial caverns.
As a former member of the National Speleological Society ( NSS ), I am well aware of the vast
extent of cave systems within the United States.
In my own native state of Missouri, for example, there are over 2,500 known caves and dozens of
new ones being discovered every year. Many of these caves are intricately linked together by
numerous passageways and interconnecting chambers.
One particular species of blind white ( albino ) cave fish, known as the TYPHLICHTHYS, has
been found in many widely separated cave systems over several states.
Typhlichthys fish been found in caves that make a great arc through the states, of:
Kentucky; Indiana; Illinois; Missouri ( ‘under’ the Mississippi River ); Arkansas; and, Oklahoma

These states rest above one [ 1 ] immense cavern system that comprises a large area of ‘both’ the
Central United States and Southern United States where many caves possess rooms hundreds of
feet in length, width and height as huge natural caverns only reached and explored with the utmost
skill and perseverance.
There are only a few thousand National Speleological Society ( NSS ) members in the U.S. and
only a few hundred of this number are active spelunkers so, with few spread over such a large area
only a very small fraction of the tens of thousands of known caves in the U.S. have been carefully
mapped and explored while thousands of other caves remain undiscovered and unexplored.
Extensive evidence indicates caves in the U.S. may be connected with caves in other parts of the
world.
In the Municipio de Aquismo, S.L.P. of Mexico, the cave known as ” Sotano de las Golondrinas ”
[ known in English as ] “Basement of the Swallows ” reaches a depth of 1,100 feet ( 334 meters ).
The Sotano de las Golondrinas cave is actually a giant ‘sink hole’ or ‘hole in the ground’. Atop
Sotano de las Golondrinas hole is a ‘near circular opening hundreds of feet in diameter that is
impossible to climb down the sides of because the walls of the opening are too smooth and
“belled-out” so, the only way to reach the bottom is to secure – at its top – a special rope over
1,100 feet long dropped into the sinkhole.
Underground explorers [ spelunkers ] must descend – into the Sotano de las Golondrinas yawning
hole – one [ 1 ] person at a time, using special cave repelling gear and climbing techniques. At the
bottom of the Sotano de las Golondrinas hole are numerous ‘leads’ ( openings ) that feed into
multiple different crevices, passageways, crawlways and rooms never mapped or investigated.
Sotano de las Golondrinas cave entrance is located in one of the most primitive and uncivilized
areas of Mexico, and local inhabitants are afraid to approach the cave because they believe it is
full of ‘evil spirits’ luring people to their deaths. They tell stories of people mysteriously
disappearing never to be heard from again while passing near the cave entrance.
These stories may be based more on fact than fiction as they are similar in some respects to UFO [
unidentified flying objects ] abduction reports.
Because of the Sotano de las Golondrinas huge hole size, remote location and unique geological
structure it would be an ideal UFO [ unidentified flying objects ] base. Naturally camouflaged
caves, in other parts of the world, may serve as excellent natural bases, way-stations or depots for
UFOs.
–
1968 December – Nevada and Canada

In December 1968, the ” SCHOONER EXPERIMENT ” was an underground nuclear test
conducted that substantiates the theory that caves in North America and South America are
intimately linked.
The Schooner Experiment was a 35-kiloton nuclear bomb exploded under the Nevada desert,
however 5-days later and 1,000 miles further away in Canada 5-days test radiation levels rose up
to 20 times greater than at the Nevada test site. The only way the radioactive dust could have
traveled that far is through an interconnected system of caves extending all the way from Nevada
to Canada!”
–
1932 – California, Death Valley, Panamint Mountains
Bourke Lee authored the book, ‘Death Valley Men’ ( MacMillan Co., N.Y. 1932 ), wherein
Chapter “Old Gold” described a conversation Bourke Lee had with a small group of Death Valley,
California residents speaking of Native American Paihute Indian legends when two ( 2 ) men
( Jack and Bill ) began describing their experience with accidentally discovering an ‘underground
city’ after one of them fell through the bottom of an old mine shaft near Wingate Pass where they
began following a natural underground quay like tunnel system ( apparently formerly lit by
subterranean gas light ) traveling 20-miles northward on an incline taking them to a higher level
with an exit out onto a ledge looking about halfway down the slope of the eastern face of the
Panamint Mountains, but back down within the tunnel system they came across a huge ancient
underground cavern city that contained many sights, including several perfectly preserved
mummified bodies ( mummies ) still wearing thick arm bands, gold spears, a ‘large polished round
table’ within another huge ancient chamber, giant statues comprised of gold, stone vaults where
‘drawers’ were filled with a variety of precious gem stones and gold bars, stone doors perfectly
counterweighted easy to open, amongst other amazing sights, as well as ‘extremely heavy stone
wheelbarrows’ designed with scientific counterweight construction for perfect balance so they
could easily be manipulated.
From the ledge, they could see Furnace Creek Ranch and its Arroyo ( a water wash ) below them
in Death Valley where they realized it was formerly filled with water so, they concluded that
having previously seen the underground city system of huge archway openings could have been
ancient waterway docks for large boats.
Bourke Lee was further informed that they brought some of the treasure out of the caverns and
tried to set up a deal with certain people, including scientists associated with the SMITHSONIAN
INSTITUTE ( Washington, D.C. ) to garner assistance in further exploring and publicizing this
ancient underground city as one of the wonders of the World, but there efforts ended in
disappointment when a friend of theirs stole the treasure ( their ‘evidence’ ) and were
consequently scoffed at and rejected by scientists because when the discoverers went to show the
‘mine’ entrance after a then apparent cloud-burst brought such severe rains upon the entire

hillsides were washed down over entire countryside landscape areas rearranged to obscure the
entrance location.
The last time Bourke Lee heard from his friends, Bill and Jack, they were preparing to climb the
eastern face of the Panamint Mountains to locate the ancient tunnelled-out ledge opening – located
half way up the side of that steep slope. Bourke Lee never saw or heard from his discoverer
friends ( Jack and Bill ) again.
During their initial lengthy conversation with Bourke Lee, the two ( 2 ) discoverers ( Jack and Bill
) had previously ‘revealed secrets of the underground city’ to others, but they discussed many
things, including:
An alleged ‘subterranean race’ living in deep underground caverns beneath the ‘former seabed
floor area’ of what is now the desert area of Death Valley, California.
There was another conversation about a remarkable Native American ‘Paihute tribe legend’
similar to an ancient myth of Greece.
The Paihute legend surrounds the death of the wife of a tribal Chief who, according to Native
American tradition, took a ‘spiritual journey to the underworld’ to locate her, and amazingly upon
returning with her he forbiddenly ‘looked back’ and was then prevented from bring his wife the
remainder of the back from the dead.
This would not be the same as a more tangible earlier report from the Native American Navaho
indian Oga-Make who conveyed that a Native American Paihute indian tribal Chief was alleged to
have been ‘physically’ taken into the Native American “Hav-musuv” tribe subterranean cities
beneath the Panamint Mountains.
Paihute indian legends, of the Hav-musuvs indicate these ancient Panamint Mountain dwellers
abandoned their ancient city within by migration deeper into larger caverns below.
Could these reports coincide with the Paihute legends of the Hav-musuvs?
Bourke Lee, discourse ( below ):
“… The ‘professor’, ‘Jack’ and ‘Bill’ sat in the little canvas house in ‘Emigrant Canyon’, and
heard the legend all the way through.
The professor said, ‘That story, in its essentials, is the story of Orpheus and Eurydice.’ ( Greek
mythology )
‘Yes,’ I said, ‘it’s also a Paiute legend. Some indians told that legend to ‘John Wesley Powell’ in
the sixties.’ ( 1960s )

‘That’s very interesting,’ said the professor. ‘It’s so close a parallel to Orpheus and Eurydice that
the story might well have been lifted bodily from the Greeks.’
Jack said, ‘I wouldn’t be surprised. I knew a Greek. I forgot his name, but he ran a restaurant in
almost every mining town I ever was in. He was an extensive wanderer. The Greeks are great
travelers.’
Bill said, ‘They don’t mean restaurant Greeks. The Greeks they’ve talked about have been dead
for thousands of years.’
‘What of it?’ asked Jack, ‘maybe the early Greeks were great travelers, too.’
The professor said, ‘It’s very interesting.’
‘Now! About that tunnel,’ said Bill, with his forehead wrapped in a frown, ‘You said this indian
went through a tunnel into a strange country, didn’t you?’
‘Yes,’ I said, ‘I think I called it a cave or a cavern, but I suppose a miner would call it a tunnel.
Why?’
‘Here’s a funny thing,’ said Bill, ‘This Indian trapper living right across the canyon has a story
about a tunnel, and it’s not 1,000 years old either. Tom Wilson told me that his grandfather went
through this tunnel and disappeared. He was gone 3-years, and when he came back he said he’d
been in a strange country living among strange people. That tunnel is supposed to be somewhere
in the Panamints ( Panamint Mountains ) not awful far from where we’re sittin. Now! What do
you make of that?’
Jack said, ‘I think Tom’s grandfather was an awful liar.’
I said, ‘Tom’s grandfather lived when the Paiutes ( Native American indian tribe ) were keeping
their tribal lore alive. He probably knew the old legend. Powell ( John Wesley Powell ) heard it in
Nevada only 65-years ago.’
‘It’s very interesting,’ said the professor.
‘I got an idea about it,’ said Bill ( thoughtfully ), ‘Tom’s grandfather might have wandered into
some tunnel all goofy from chewin’ jimson weed and then come out an found some early whites
( pioneer caucasian settlers ) and stayed with them. Tom told me that the people spoke a queer
language and ate food that was new to his grandfather and wore leather clothes. They had horses
and they had gold. It might have been a party in Panamint Valley, or even early explorers or early
settlers in Owens Valley ( California ). How about that?’
Jack said, ‘Yeah. The Spaniards ( Spain ) were in here, too. So it might have been Spaniards
( Spanish ) or the early Greeks ( Greece ). And, where is this tunnel? And why did Tom’s

grandfather have trouble speaking the language? This is an entirely different story than the one
Buck told. We are arriving at no place at all with these Indians and Greeks. To return – for a
moment – to our discussion of geology, professor, ‘Have you been in Nevada much?’
From that point forward the conversation went onto another subject.
–
1970′s ( early ) – California, County of Kern, Garlock, Goler, and Mojave
An area in the [ southern California ] Mojave Desert region, that may connect to the U.S. Western
Region subterranean ( subsurface ) drainage network, involves “Red Mountain” ( also known as
the “Iron Mountain Range” ) [ 1-mile northwest from the old ghost town of Garlock, California ]
where one [ 1 ] of its [ southeastern ] peaks in the “El Paso Mountains” – [ about 20-miles ]
northeast of Mojave, California where there are many bizarre accounts connected with this
mountain that apparently got it’s name in-part from the many old mines which can be found there,
along with numerous natural cavities which open out to the surface in many different areas.
The area has allegedly been the site of certain activity concerning Native American Indian ritual
and occult practices, as well as the site of alleged secret government activity, some of which
reportedly involves the observation and monitoring of strange [ biological ] creatures and
‘automatons’ [ half and half, “Man-Machines” (aka) “Manchines” ] said to stealthily ( night
cloakers ) emerge from seemingly out-of nowhere ( faint sound of electronic whirring ) that
travels up and down and into the [ canyon ] areas on occasions.
Just exactly what these ‘bionic creatures’ are is uncertain, but some accounts indicate that they are
dangerous!
Could it also be a ‘magnetic’ zone due to the high iron content [ within the “Iron Mountain”
range ]?
During the early 1970′s, on ‘no less than’ two ( 2 ) seperate occassions have U.S. federal
government employees mysteriously disappeared from ”Red Mountain” range areas, and not
reported back for work the following day.
The second [ 2nd ] occassion was, when a U.S. government employee went missing while
investigating the previous disappearance of the U.S. government employee during the first [ 1st ]
occassion.
While all of the facts, surrounding United States missing federal employees were not released to
the public, portions of information were discovered early-on into the case situation that was
limitedly documented by a few additional facts:
… [ EDITED-OUT ] …

Some of this particular report is only held ‘in-part’ as ‘proprietary information’ by Kentron
Intellect Research, and ‘officially’ in-full by the U.S. Geological Survey ( USGS ), U.S.
Department of Justice Federal Bureau of Investigations, and other U.S. government authorities
governing release of sensitive information. ]
–
– West Virginia, County of Webster ( Northern )
Some years ago, a woman by the name of Joan Howard – at the time living in eastern Canada
although originally from Britain ( UK ) – wrote a manuscript in which she described her own
paranormal experiences with small “alien” entities.
Joan had experienced several UFO type abduction / encounters while at a very young age when
she still lived in Britain ( UK ), and claimed to have had ‘psychic contact’ with [ biological ]
beings that claimed to be of extraterrestrial origin.
These experiences were accompanied by a great deal of occult manifestations – such as poltergeist
phenomena, psychic dreams, encounters with invisible entities, etc.
Joan even admitted that she often doubted the claims of these [ biological ] ‘beings’ – their actions
being manipulative and just didn’t seem to coincide with their claims of being here as some kindof ‘group of cosmic saviors’ to ‘lead humanity’ into a ‘New Age’ of ‘enlightenment’.
She also warned other researchers, to retain a “keen analytical mind” – when dealing with alien
entities – so as not to fall under possible deception or manipulation.
Perhaps, as she suggested to others, they [ alien beings ] ‘might actually be here’ to ‘prepare for a
future invasion of this planet’ and were merely ‘using her for various purposes to help prepare the
way’, and that all of their ‘benevolence’ talk was just that – talk!
She ‘did’ describe vivid “dreams” in which she saw ‘alien craft hovering over major cities blasting
frightened and terrified people in the streets’ with powerful ‘beam weapons’ – ‘dreams’, which
she suggested, might be somewhat ‘prophetic’ in nature.
She described the [ biological ] entities as being small or dwarfs, yet was unsure whether they
were human or not – although they ‘did’ attempt to pass themselves off as some type of ‘evolved
human species’ – something which the ‘Grays’ [ biological alien beings ] have apparently done in
order to break down any natural enmity which might prevent their ‘contactees’ or ‘abductees’
from receiving the lies which they intentionally fed them as part of their program of conquest and
control.
Joan Howard, incidentally, wrote a privately published book, “The Space – Or Something –

Connection,” which is referred to because it dealt with some experiences her husband had –
shortly after she came to America.
In fact she devoted an entire chapter of her book ( “The Space – Or Something – Connection” ) to
her husband’s account, which involved some incidents that took place while he was doing some
field work for a certain company requiring a great deal of activity outdoors, and her husband and
his co-workers travelled through some relatively unpopulated terrain in West Virginia regional
areas between Newville, West Virginia ( Braxton County ) and Helvetia, West Virginia
( Randolph County ) general around northern Webster County, West Virginia where through
mountains of rolling hill forests and wilderness he encountered some very strange things and
heard accounts of strange cave related incidents from the locals.
During, which at one point, her husband claimed their group ran across what appeared to be a pipe
sticking up from the ground – far away from the nearest town – where there was no other sign of
civilization or anything man-made for miles on either side; yet here was this large pipe or tube
sticking straight up from the ground.
The most remarkable thing about the pipe was that a flame of fire was shooting straight up out-of
the pipe as if it were burning-off some type of gas – they never found out just what it was – but it
was ‘within this same general area’ they explored ‘caverns’ containing unexplained issues.
One ( 1 ) of the caves displayed strange hieroglyphic writings on its walls, according to some men,
while others claimed also hearing faint volumes of voices – behind the walls of the cave, inaddition to faint sounds – coming from beneath the cave floor – as though machines were moving
around within ‘underground’ depths.
Her husband claimed, that after a long work day in the field, one evening two ( 2 ) men fell asleep
at the mouth of one particular cave that inside ( a great distance away ) contained an unexplored
but apparently very deep chasm ( hole ), and the following morning one ( 1 ) of the two ( 2 ) men
awoke ( in front of that cave ) but found his partner had disappeared – no trace was ever found of
that missing employee.
That particular cave had been known as a place of unusual occurrences, and a place to stay away
from. Some even went so far as to call it “Satan’s Lair.” Whatever the case circumstances may
actually be, all the aforementioned information may provide some additional awareness into what
may have surrounded that employee’s disappearance.
One of the most remarkable accounts that Joan Howard’s husband heard involved a man claiming,
that while exploring labyrinth depths of a particular cavern in the same area of north Webster
County, West Virginia ( USA ), he suddenly came face to face with an attractive woman
completely void of any hair on her head, and the woman spoke in a language completely foreign
to the man – whereupon after unsuccessfully trying at great lengths to communicate with each
other they departed and went their separate ways.

–
1989 – California ( Southern )
On November 3rd, 1989 Ken Hudnell, a well-known Los Angeles, California radio talk show host
announced – over broadcast airwaves – his intention to take a group to visit ‘one of the ancient
underground cities’ that had an ‘entrance’ located 60-miles from Anaheim, California. ( The
Leading Edge Magazine )
–
1962 – California ( City of Mojave ), Nevada ( Carson City ), Utah ( Zion Canyon ) and Arizona
( Page )
During the 1940′s, one of the few specialized publications – that grew out-of the Palmer – Shaver
( Richard S. Shaver ) controversy – was The Hidden World ( issue A-8 ) reporting about a letter
released from Charles Edwards ( aka ) Chuck Edwards, a researcher, surrounding what many
people ( especially those throughout southern California ) have believed for decades based on
having been officially told the United States Western Regional area subterranean drainage
ultimately all flows into the Pacific Ocean.
Later, in 1962, Chuck Edwards released some of his
own discoveries surrounding the “Western Subsurface Drainage Network” ( i.e. southern
California, Nevada, and Utah ) that ‘does not’ “ultimately flow into the Pacific Ocean,” but
actually flows ‘underground’ through a ‘vast subterranean network drainage system’ dumping
elsewhere.
Addressed to Richard S. Shaver, the Chuck Edwards’ letter reply is quoted ( below ):
“This letter is in reply to your January 31 letter. Please forgive me for not answering sooner.
Enclosed is some material I hope that you can glean something of value [ from ]. Please be as
candid as you have been in the past and if I am far off base don’t hesitate to tell me. …
Our foundation has located a vast system of underground passages in the Mother Lode country of
California. They were first discovered in 1936, ignored by all even with our best efforts to reveal
them.
Recently a road crew blasted out an opening verifying our claims. One [ of the chambers is ] 200feet long, 70-feet wide and 50-feet high.
We have disclosed what we believe to be a vast subterranean drainage system ( probably
traversing the Great American Desert country for a distance of more than 600-miles ).
We believe this system extends out like five [ 5 ] fingers of your hand to such landmarks as Zion
Canyon in Utah, the Grand Canyon [ Arizona ], another runs south from the Carson Sink in
Nevada, and yet another follows [ below ] the western slope of the same range – joining it’s

counterpart and ending somewhere in the Mojave Desert [ southern California ].
We believe – contrary to orthodox geologists – that the existence of this underground system,
drains all surface waters running into Nevada ( none, with the exception of the Armagosa, runs out
) and accounts for the fact that it is a Great American Desert. The hairy creatures, that you have
written about, have been seen in several of these areas. Certainly there has been much ‘saucer’
[ UFO ] activity in these parts. For 2-years, I have collected material pertinent to these creatures
and if you have any opinions along these lines I would appreciate hearing them.
So much for now. I hope that I am still your friend.
Much of my time has been devoted [ to ] helping a farmer near Portland [ Oregon ] who has made
a fantastic discovery of incredible stone artifacts. He has several tons of them. They predate
anything yet found ( or accepted ) let us say that for now.
We are making slow but steady progress in getting through the wall of orthodoxy.
– Chuck Edwards”
–
1946 – California ( Northern ), Mt. Lassen, Cascade Mountains, Cascadia Fault, Oregon,
Washington and Canada ( British Columbia )
Following the Sierra Nevada [ mountain ] range from here [ California ] into the northern
territories, one arrives at the Cascade Range [ mountains ], consisting mostly of dormant or extinct
volcanic mountains rising at intervals through the U.S. northern State of California, Oregon,
Washington, and into southwestern Canada.
The Cascade Range [ Cascadia Fault zone ] is not without it’s own peculiar accounts of
subterranean recesses occupied by unknown beings – both human and non-human – apparently
rediscovering what are portions of ancient antediluvian underground networks, which some say
were inhabited by a race of intelligent [ biological ] but war-like hybrid reptiles genetically
resembling instances of humanoid shapes.
There are many unanswered questions as to just how the subsurface world was used or exactly
what role it may have played in relation to subterranean ancient legends of inhabitant races, but
the following account may explain some mysteries by envisioning a clearer and broader
perspective.
Around September 1946, Ralph B. Fields submitted his account to Amazing Stories Magazine
( December 1946 issue, pp. 155-157 ), with the assurance that it actually happened and his facts
were true, as follows:

“In beginning this narrative and the unexplained events that befell my friend and myself, I offer no
explanation, nor do I even profess to offer any reason. In fact I have yet to find a clue that will
even in part offer any explanation whatever. Yet as it did happen, there must be some rhyme or
reason to the whole thing. It may be that someone can offer some helpful information to a problem
that just should not exist in these times of enlightenment.
To begin with, if we had not been reading an article in a magazine telling us about the great value
of guano, ( i.e. old cave bat excrement / dung droppings as being highly valued fertilizer ] that
have accumulated over a great number of years, we would have continued to mend our merry way
through life without ever having a thing to worry about. But having read the article as we were at
the time living near a small town called Manten in Tehama County, California we thought that
would be a good country to explore for a possible find of this kind.
After talking it over for some time, and as we had plenty of time just then, we decided to take a
little trip up the country just back of us.
As we were almost at the foot of Mount Lassen, that seemed the best place to conduct our little
prospecting tour.
Collecting a light camping outfit, together with a couple of tents to sleep in, we started out on
what we expected to be a 3 or 4-day jaunt up the mountain … I guess we covered about 10 or 12miles on the 3rd day and it was fast approaching time to begin to look for a place to spend the
night and the thought was not very amusing as it had turned a little colder and we were well over
7,000 feet above sea level.
We soon found a sheltered place, beneath a large outcrop of rock, and set about making a camp.
As I was always the cook, and Joe the chore boy, I began getting things ready to fix us some grub.
Joe began digging around for some dead scrub brush to burn.
I had things all ready and looked around for Joe and his firewood, but I could see no signs of him.
I began calling for him, and he soon came into sight from around the very rock where we were
making our camp.
And I knew he was laboring under some great excitement and his face was lit up like a Christmas
tree.
He had found a cave.
The entrance was on the other side, of that very rock.
He was all for exploration right away.

But I argued that we had better wait till morning.
But he argued that, in a cave it was always night and we would have to use flashlights anyway, so
what would be the difference?
Well, we finally decided that we would give it at least a once-over after we had a bite to eat.
It wasn’t much to call a ‘cave’ – at first – as it had a very small entrance, but back about 20-feet it
widened out to about 10-feet wide and around 8-feet high. And it did reach back a considerable
distance as we would see at least 100-yards and it appeared to bend off to the left. The floor sloped
slightly down. We followed to the bend and again we could see a long way ahead and down … At
this point we became a little afraid as we were some way into the mountain …
I don’t know how far we went, but it must have been 1-mile or 2-miles, as we kept on walking and
the cave never changed it’s contour or size. Noticing this I mentioned it to Joe.
And we discovered an amazing thing. The floor seemed to be worn smooth as though it had been
used for a long time as a path or road. The walls and ceiling of the cave seemed to be cut like a
tunnel. It was solid rock and we knew that no one would cut a tunnel there out of rock as there had
been no sign of mining operations ( tailings ). And the rock in the walls and ceiling was run
together like it had been melted. Or fused from a great heat.
[ UPI NOTE INSERT ( here ): It is believed the U.S. government possesses PlasMole ( aka )
“Terron Drive” ( ref.: Paul Peter Schneider ) tunneling machines that travel at 5-mph and can
permeate – by melting – a 50-foot hole through solid rock. ]
While we were busy examining the cave in general, Joe swore he saw a light way down in the
cave.
We started down the cave once more and found a light. Or should I say the light found us as it was
suddenly flashed into our faces. We stood there blinded by it for a minute until I flashed my light
at it’s source and saw we were confronted by three [ 3 ] men. These men looked to be about 50 or
a little younger. They were dressed in ordinary clothing such as is worn by most working men in
the locality. Levi type pants and flannel shirts and wool coats. They wore no hats. But their shoes
looked strange as their soles were so thick that they gave the impression of being made of wood.
There stood three [ 3 ] men looking at us in a cave, 1-mile or so in the depths of old Mount Lassen
… One of them spoke to us. He asked what we were looking for … we came to the conclusion
that we had better retreat. Turning to go we were confronted by two [ 2 ] more of them. One of the
strangers told us, ‘I think maybe you had better come with us.’ … So we permitted the five [ 5 ] to
escort us deeper into the depths of old Mt. Lassen … They had led us farther down and I guess we
had gone a couple more miles when we came to the first thing that really amazed us.”
We came to a place where the cavern widened out a little and we saw some kind of machine, if it

can be called that. Though I had no chance to examine it closely at the time, I did later and it was a
very strange contrivance. It had a very flat bottom, but the front was curved upward something
like a toboggan. The bottom plate was about 8-inches thick and it was the color of pure copper.
But it was very hard tempered. Although I have had a lot of experience in metals and alloys, I had
no opportunity to examine it closely enough to determine just what it was. I doubt very much if I
could.
It had a seat in the front directly behind a heavy dashboard affair and there was a dial shaped in a
semi-circle with figures or markings on it. I had not the slightest idea what they stood for, but they
were very simple to remember. If there was a motor, it was in the rear.
All I could see was two [ 2 ] horseshoe or magnet-shaped objects that faced each other with the
round parts to the outside. When this thing was in operation, a ‘brilliant green arc’ seemed to leap
between the two [ 2 ] and to continue to glow as it was in operation. The only sound it gave off
was a hum or buzz that sounded like a battery charger in operation.
The seat in the front was very wide.
The only method of operation was a ‘black tear-shaped object’, which hung from the panel by a
chain.
One [ 1 ] of these men – sitting in the middle – took this thing and touched the sharp end to the
first [ 1st ] figure on the ‘left side’ of the dial.
When he touched the first [ 1st ] figure, the contraption seemed to move almost out from under us,
but it was the smoothest and quietest take-off I ever experienced. We seemed to float. Not the
slightest sound or vibration.
And after we had traveled for 1-minute he touched the ‘next [ 2nd ] figure’ on the dial and our
speed increased at an alarming rate.
But when he had advanced the black object over past the center of the dial, our speed increased
until I could hardly breathe.
I can’t begin to estimate the distance we had traveled or our speed, but it was terrific.
The two [ 2 ] horseshoe objects in the rear created a green light that somehow shone far ahead of
us, lighting up the cavern for a long way.
I soon noticed a black line running down the center of the cavern and our ‘inner-mountain taxi’
seemed to follow that.
I don’t know how long we continued our mad ride, but it was long enough for us to become used
to the terrific speed and we had just about overcome our fear of some kind of wreck when we

were thrown into another spasm of fear. Another machine of the same type was approaching us
head on. I could see that our captors were very nervous, but our speed continued.
As the other machine became closer our speed slowed down very fast and we came to a smooth
stop about 2-feet from the front of the other machine.
Our machine had no sooner stopped than our captors leaped from the machine and started to dash
away.
A ‘fine blue light’ leaped from the other machine in a ‘fine pencil beam’ and it’s sweep caught
them and they fell to the cavern and lay still.
The figures dismounted from the other machine and came close to us.
Then I noticed they carried a strange object in their hands. It resembled a ‘fountain pen flashlight
with a large round bulb-like affair on the back end and a grip’ – something like a German luger
pistol.
They pointed them at us. After seeing what had happened to our erstwhile captors I thought that
our turn was next, whatever it was.
But one [ 1 ] spoke to us.
“Are you surface people?”
I guess we are, as this is where we came from very recently.
“Where did the horlocks find you?”
If you mean those guys, I pointed to the five [ 5 ] motionless figures, back there a few hundred
miles – I pointed toward the way we had come in our wild ride.
“You are very fortunate that we came this way,” ‘he’ told us, “You would have also become
horlocks and then we would have had to kill you also.”
That was the first time I had realized that the others were dead. They put their strange weapons
away and seemed friendly enough, so I ventured to ask them the who and why and everything we
had run into.
I told them of our search for guano and how we had encountered the five [ 5 ] horlocks, as he
called them, and asked ‘him’ about the machines, their operation and could we get out again?
He smiled and told us, “I could not tell you too much as you would not understand. There are so
many things to explain and you could not grasp enough of what I could myself tell you. The

‘people on the surface’ are ‘not ready to have the things’ that ‘the ancients’ have left. Neither I nor
any one in any of the caverns know why these things work, but we do know how to operate some
of them. However, ‘there are a great many evil people here who create many unpleasant things for
both us and the surface people’. They are safe because ‘no one on the surface believes us or them’.
That is why I am telling you this. No one would believe that we exist. We would not care, but
there are many things here that ‘the outer world must not have until they are ready to receive
them’, as ‘they would completely destroy themselves, so ‘we must be sure that they do not find
them’. As for the machine, I don’t know how it works, but I know some of the principles of it. It
works simply by gravity. And it is capable of reverse. The bottom plate of it always is raised about
4-inches from the surface of the floor. That is why there is no friction and has such a smooth
operation. This ‘object suspended from this chain is pure carbon’. It is the key to the entire
operation. As I told you before, I cannot explain why it runs, but it does. We want you two [ 2 ] to
‘return to where you came’ and ‘forget about us’. We will show you ‘how to operate the sled’ and
‘we want you never again to enter the cave’. If you do – and you do not encounter the horlocks –
we will have to do something about you ourselves so, ‘it would not be advisable to try to return at
all events’. One thing I can tell you. ‘We never could permit you to leave another time’.”
He explained to us the operation of the machine and in some way reversed it’s direction. So
thanking them, we seated ourselves in the sled, as he had called it, and were soon on our way
back.
Our return trip was really something we enjoyed, as I was sure not to advance the carbon far
enough on the dial to give us such terrific speed, but we soon found ourselves where we started
from. The sled slid to a smooth stop and we jumped out and started up the cave afoot.
We must have walked a long way coming in, for we thought we never would come to the surface.
But at last we did. And it was late afternoon when we emerged.
We lost no time in making our way down the mountain, and Joe tells me that he isn’t even curious
about what is in that cave. But I am.
What is the answer to the whole thing? I would like to know.
We had been told enough for me to believe that down there – somewhere – there are things that
might baffle the greatest minds of this Earth. Sometimes I’m tempted to go back into that cave if I
could find it again, which I doubt, but, then I know the warning I heard in there might be too true,
so I guess I had better be of the same mind as Joe. He says: ‘What we don’t know don’t hurt us’.
Regardless of Joe’s opinion, however, there is reason to believe that influences from these nether
regions can and do affect “us” in a profound way, and even the men whom Ralph and Joe
encountered, whoever they were, admitted this fact.
Reference

https://kentronintellectresearchvault.wordpress.com/2011/03/17/secret-locations/
More recently, at Project Camelot, I wrote another report, here:
Secret Transdimensional Technology Gold?
by, Paul Collin
LOS ANGELES – September 8, 2016 - An extremely valuable mineral formula processing
technique unleashed a new technology that could have only been imagined as science-fiction,
however there has ‘never existed such a concept to even write-about’ much less produce into
motion picture films.
Since at least the late-1980s, the scientific community was
hushed-up by many governments around the world concerning a secret
technology process altering the quantity of valuable minerals found in
common rocks, which already became known about.
Converting small quantities of base metals, found inside rocks, into
much larger quantities of gold, platinum, and other materials using a
new type of cold-fusion technique applied during the process also
produced low-yield nuclear reactions during experimentation, but that
is ‘not’ why the U.S. government stepped-in – to put a lid on it – for
reasons nobody would imagine because such ‘defies human imagination’.
During the early-1990s, Texas A&M University publicized a research
discovery surrounding experimentations altering atoms within mercury,
and a few other types of base metals, which produced significantly
produced larger amounts of gold.
Sound like something out of an Alchemist cookbook? ..."
-COURTESY: Kentron Intellect Research ( KIR )
SOURCE: The Offshore Informant ( now-legacy website )
Global Economic Brinkmanship - Segment 3
Global PMC Agents & Nuclear Gold Secrets
by, Paul Collin
U.S.A., Washington, D.C. - April 1, 2003 - A little known about secret valuable mineralprocessing formula has now greatly advanced into something that used to be viewed as only
science fiction.

Since at least the late-1980s, the scientific community was hushed-up by many governments
around the world concerning a secret technology process that altered the quantity of valuable
minerals found in common rocks.
Turning small base metals found inside rocks into much larger quantities of gold, platinum, and
others when a new type of cold fusion technique was applied during the process was also found to
be producing low-yield nuclear reactions during experimentation. That's when the U.S.
government stepped in to put a lid on it.
During the early-1990s at Texas A&M University, it was discovered that altering atoms within
mercury and a few other types of base metals were producing significant amounts of gold.
History on the technique begins in Asia, then to South Africa and eventually wound up in the
United States but there is evidence surfacing that it all may have actually begun within a U.S.
Department of Defense secret program decades earlier.
Buried under the MacEnroe business disguise may have been at least one (1) suspected PMC
(Private Military Company). PMCs are analyzed in-depth in "SEGMENT 1."
[ https://totseans.com/totse/en/politics/corporatarchy/globaleconomic170320.html ].
Gabriel Francis MacEnroe, a PMC agent being hired by any global firm, might be held suspect
( himself ) as he ventured off to begin his own secret experiments in private places where he could
practice such gold production techniques. Afterall, if a 16-year old school girl could do it, why
couldn't he? But, there was something MacEnroe didn't quite fully understand, plus plenty more
he would never be told about such processesing techniques.
Suspecting that just blind insatiable greed was MacEnroe's driving factor had been reported by
some, however most commoners might find it rather curious as-to why a person who reportedly
has a net worth of nearly $700,000,000 million (US) could ever want for anything more.
Some sources closer who are more familiar with MacEnroe know that his having become highly
agitated in having to juggle twelve (12) of his classic exotic motor cars (rare and highly prized)
from just one of his collections in Egham (UK) to Zurich, and then on to St. Gallen, might
produce strange affects on anyone. But it seems he's quite adept and playing with business chess
pieces like his cars.
MacEnroe is a suspected PMC agent. He's from Ireland in the South who was fortunate to have
married a former Miss Ireland, i.e. Tiffany MacEnroe (nee Scales). They eventually settled in
Egham, Sussex County (UK), however his primary foreign base for business is run out of an office
and apartment located in St. Gallen, Switzerland.
In the late-1990s, MacEnroe spied a growing popular Caribbean financial institution on the tiny
island of Grenada. First International Bank of Grenada Limited (FIBG) secretly possessed much
more than typical offshore investment opportunities, which few ever knew existed. Golden

opportunities lay hidden that led to several real gold arenas worldwide.
Secret information intercepts about this Grenada-based yellow brick road had entered the sanctum
sanctorums, capturing the attention of powerfully wealthy European industrialists; heir tycoons
with strong connections to leaders of many countries that could decide what businesses flourished
and which ones posed a threat that had to be eliminated from other pre-planned global strategies.
While many Western government agents circumnavigated the globe in order to reign in control of
stalwart independent firms and institutions, competing businesses and institutions continued to
secretly hire consultants, risk management, and a new type of specialty business called Private
Military Companies (PMC), economic war strategies began to take over global financial markets
in a variety of regions worldwide.
PMC consultants or agents are using more today than ever before, financial savvy economic war
specialists that replicate themselves and work with governments from time to time for any firm
that is willing to pay their prices to effect a change in their clients competition.
In Grenada, the FIBG bank seemed to be troubling one of its largest competitor banks, i.e. Bank
Crozier, which would go to any extremes to remain in business by putting a halt to FIBG.
Instances such as what happened to FIBG, are becoming a rather interesting fact of modern day
business life or 'deaths' as the case may be.
Firms are being 'force-closed' at an alarming rate by what appears for some, to be a different
theme then what is viewed in the news.
An odd but cleverly sophisticated evil business behavior being directed in concert by competitors
remains rarely publicized.
While the ENRON firm was force-closed there was no other story of what may have occurred
'behind-the-scenes' that brought it down. Just the usual byline carried by most wire services, i.e.
chief executive crooks ripping off the company by seeing to it that the books were cooked.
Storylines like ENRON may have Ma and Pa Ketttle fooled, but it doesn't necessarily wash in
every case for those more familiar with what may actually be controlling corporate advisory
boardrooms.
That may not be what necessarily what happened to ENRON, and from considerable research
now, it certainly wasn't what the press reported on FIBG in Grenada.
From mid-1998 to now, it seems that perhaps more than just the director of Bank Crozier in
Grenada, the Schindler Group and Chrysler-Daimler financial wizardries in Switzerland may have
been brought together in a cleverly designed scheme to eliminate what was 'not known' that
surrounded First International Bank of Grenada Limited.

Banding together perhaps, with several Western intelligence agencies, one (1) suspected
businessman appears to have been hired as a lone gun contract agent by at least one (1) PMC firm.
MacEnroe, seems to have reportedly carried out a careful set of instructions that quite nicely into a
grander and more sinister program. An automatically closing steel business trap, which served to
crucify hundreds of people from all around the world. But even more specifically, only ones who
had become associated with FIBG. People like housewives, doctors, wealthy retirees, and those
many others from all walks of life.
Some may have looked upon him as "MacEnroe, The Magnificent" while many more only saw
him as "MacEnroe The Monster." Preesumably, that all depended on which side of the fence one
chose to sit on.
Where all other attempts to decimate the organization and stability of FIBG via rumors - turned
quickly into negatively smeared publicity campaigns had at first failed to create any of the
common publics attention throughout the world, it was serving to mount an economic war on at
least one (1) front in an effort to topple FIBG, but that wasnt enough to do it.
While Western government financial oversight agencies sent out alerts to other banks
discouraging them from doing business with FIBG because of what they had heard but, never
actually been able to prove, MacEnroe was sent in to finish their job as a de facto or de jure
suspect PMC agent in this case.
With no one has been willing to come forward with any black and white proof of MacEnroe
having been hired in this case, it had remained a mystery until someone began putting all the
pieces together. So perhaps now, revelation to some previously hidden facts may shed some
interesting spotlights to someone who can provide even more pieces of the puzzle.
It seems now that MacEnroe took one (1) very specific path toward several arenas filled with real
'gold'. There was mention of the world famous Engelhard-CLAL gold and other precious metals
production firm perhaps being peripherally involved in this case as the name came up many times
to FIBG. So, where metals and their by-products are involved in heavy industrial machine
conglomerates in Europe are concerned, any tip in the supply of precious metals may go to
significantly impact them and world markets they are heavily invested in trying to protect as theirs
and no one else.
FIBG had independently embarked on their own investments in scientifically bringing about a
new global precious metals economy that obviously many world governments were not interested
in seeing ever come about.
While FIBG stood to get very rich, very quickly and by offering to pass off to depositors and
investors huge percentage rate returns on their monies, much depended on that banks
survivability.

MacEnroe it seems was sent in to tip the scales backward toward the rich and hidden famous heir
tycoons and Western world government strengths. And, had the United States not become privy to
FIBG FAX (facsimile) telephone transmissions, MacEnroe would have never been alerted to how
gold would wind up becoming his primary personal interest, away from what he was supposed to
have been doing.
But, somehow FIBG private communications were no longer legitimately private. MacEnroe had
been tipped about the banks gold projects when it seems he somehow mysteriously became privy
to information in those an FIBG FAX communications when the name of a California
businessman, i.e. William Telander, popped up at FIBG as one of their project consultants.
How MacEnroe obtained the bank communications still remains a mystery, although in past years,
U.S. court transcripts indicated hearsay evidence to MacEnroe supposedly having boasted of
claims that he had worked directly for the U.S. National Security Agency (N.S.A.), one of the
world leaders in the intelligence industries designed to monitor all worldwide telecommunication
and radio communication traffic.
In that court record, MacEnroe was mentioned as having even further claimed to have worked for
and assisted the United States Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.), which somehow was in
charge of setting up phony mirrored firms within the U.S. Federal Reserve Board system to effect
financial covers for its front groups and company operations worldwide. Companies that also
serve as arms brokerages and third world logistic specialists to transport armament and special
technology shipments in and out of third world governments to effect balances of power and
regime changes.
According to the U.S. court transcripts, MacEnroe didnt stop his work there either as it went on to
include the U.S. Federal Bureau of Investigation (F.B.I.) and miscellaneous agencies within the
U.S. Treasury Department too.
If only a small percentage of what was claimed to be MacEnroe facts in U.S. court records was
true, MacEnroe had the blessings and power behind him of more than just the business entities
than what were also discovered from independent information sources.
MacEnroe has been and is still regarded by many financial experts as either hell on the wings and
wheels of big governments, European conglomerates and world-leading old wealth and the neuvoriche heir tycoon or, a cowboy soldier with delusions of grandeur of unparalleled proportions in
the financial world that might try serve as toppling any combined image strength of an agent
working for John Wayne, General George C. Patton, and Adolph Hitler. See, e.g., "SEGMENT 2."
MacEnroe seemed to have found out what more than just an ordinary PMC agent could ever
discover, and his presence in Grenada seemed to stem from FIBG having hired Telander as a
project investor and consultant.

History proves that it was Telander who was personally responsible for having funded a
significant scientific breakthrough at Texas A&M University that began secretly as a cold-fusion
research project, but which wound up discovering how common base metals could be turned into
much larger quantities of real gold and other valuable Platinum Metal Groups (PMG). MacEnroe
had been following this discovery for whoever had hired him and had something in mind that
would turn the FIBG bank upside down and inside out.
The introduction of MacEnroe to the Grenada bank was supposedly to have come initially from
the bank seeking a European big bank and associated licensing permits to handle larger
international business transactions for FIBG, which the Grenada bank did not have the ability to
do from where it sat because, of government restrictions on such banks as that were forced into
complying with regulations. Other legitimate ways around this had been taken quite successfully,
but only by a few international banks which grew to become quite large.
In this regard, FIBG decided to hire a former Howard Hughes trustee as its consultant, who went
to Europe in an effort to locate a suitable bank or group that might be able to assist FIBG in
Grenada.
While in Germany at a hospital speaking to a doctor, the consultant stumbled across another old
Hughes business contact that was asked about the FIBG quest.
His old Hughes business friend later told the consultant that the man to get for arranging such a
deal would be Gabriel MacEnroe, a person rumored to have been associated with the British-based
House of Rothschild. Further, that MacEnroe was the only man who could put such a deal of this
magnitude together above all others, as he could be trusted.
When asked where MacEnroe could be found, it just so happened that MacEnroe was oddly
enough, already in Grenada on "other business."
Unbeknownst to FIBG or the consultant, MacEnroe was already in Grenada at a secret meeting
with an FIBG rival bank, Bank Crozier.
MacEnroe, the FIBG new CEO, i.e. Mark Kennedy, and the former CEO and founder - turned
consultant i.e. Van Arthur Brink, were all able to meet rather swiftly in Grenada.
Upon their first meeting, MacEnroe brazenly asked Brink, "Werent you involved with that Texas
gold scandal?" Brink had no clue as to what MacEnroe was referring to by such a rude statement.
Exhibiting such an unusual initial posture for any business meeting, only demonstrated to Brink
that MacEnroe was agitated and unstable for no apparent reason.
The truth was, that neither Brink or the bank was involved simply because the bank hadn't even
come into existence, and Brink had no contacts with anyone in Texas when MacEnroe had read a
news article in Newsweek Magazine back in 1994.

Interestingly enough, FIBG had brought a consultant onboard for one of the bank's gold projects
whose name was William Telander who had years earlier, funded a Texas A&M cold fusion
research project, but no references were ever made to any gold scandal by Telander to the bank or
Brink.
MacEnroe could very well have been referring to a Texas A&M research project - reported by
Newsweek Magazine in 1994 that became ridiculed by colleagues of the projects chief scientist
who claimed to have discovered significant increases of gold that began appearing as a by-product
in one of his experiments dealing with cold fusion.
MacEnroes accusation and conclusion directed toward Brink was rather odd but, unbeknownst to
both Brink and MacEnroe, Telander had never scammed Texas A&M University out of a dime. In
fact, it may have been the other way around. After Telander put up his $200,000 hard earned
money, the University stopped the project short, did an accounting and then refused to return
Telanders $32,000 to him. So, interestingly enough it seems as though the University on a cold
fusion research project he wholly funded had apparently scammed him.
What the scientist that made all the claims never became involved with the bank or Brink so, what
led MacEnroe to suspect Brink, FIBG, a Texas scientist, and Telander as all somehow being
involved in a Texas scandal is anyones guess.
Curiously, MacEnroe did mention gold, Texas and scandal, but did he have his wires crossed or
did he actually know more about the consultant and the banks projects? If so, how did an outsider
come across that information, and who told MacEnroe to try to manufacture something out of
nothing? The fact was, it was not public information.
Now, in the midst of the very early-1990s, the Texas A&M University scandal heightened.
In 1994, Newsweek Magazine carried news of the Universitys cold fusion project grant having
come from a California businessman, i.e. William Telander, who had been released from the U.S.
Attorney General in April 1993, on an unrelated $7.8-million claim that had been originally
directed to the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC) for their adjudication.
But, it appears from research over the years that MacEnroe may have been using curious (at best)
accusation pretexts in order to loosen the FIBG bank's lips on at least one (1) or more of their
other gold projects. Once again, projects that had not been released by the bank for public
information.
FIBG had suspected assigned assets applicable to gold, valued at about $10-billion (US). Gold that
perhaps, dealt with World War II Japanese gold that had long ago been hidden in what was
referred to as "Kobi boxes," which were scattered all over the world primarily in a few secret
locations throughout South Pacific islands. Gold that was suspected as having been found stashed
since World War II by the former Japanese Imperial military in The Philippines and, in Malaysia.

It just so happens that MacEnroe had been working with Muslim interests in Malaysia to remove
Kobi boxed gold and other gold bullion to designated areas in the Middle East. It is also a fact that
without the express permission and authority of Japan, Word War ll Kobi boxed gold had been
previously restricted from any removal.
Interestingly enough, FIBG also had assigned assets of $47.5-billion (US) in gold bullion, which
was being stored at the Bank of Japan.
There certainly was a deep-seated interest concerning gold around this Grenada bank's business
dealings and it seems MacEnroe could smell his riches from thousands of miles away in Europe.
MacEnroes discovered association between Telander, a Texas gold formula, FIBG gold mine
projects, Kobi box gold, and other bullion-bar gold assigned assets of FIBG had remained a
mystery to the rest of the world. Only the details, as to who the mans name was, which was behind
the hiring of MacEnroe or the PMC firm assigned to send MacEnroe after it all, had remained a
well kept secret.
Something was guiding MacEnroe. Perhaps, an indirect PMC contractors client that may have
been the Engelhard-CLAL gold company itself or perhaps, MacEnroe was truly an agent of the
U.S. government as was reported of his own claims to others that he was. A little known fact, that
did come out of a U.S. court transcript
It just so happens that concurrent with Telanders financing of the Texas A&M research project,
Engelhard-CLAL had made a written offer of $150-million (US) for the gold formula itself, but
that offer was refused. And then mysteriously, Telanders troubles with the SEC just seemed to
pop up overnight.
Not being one to easily forgive and forget, Telander negotiated a radical arrangement in 1998 with
then FIBG CEO (Brink), to sell the formula on the following conditions, that:
1. It would be further developed;
2. Engelhard-CLAL never come into possession of it; and,
3. Telander to receive $10,000 (US) a limit placed by his parole officer for all that he would be
allowed to receive from the formula.
Brink agreed and proceeded to have formed a St. Vincent & The Grenadines firm, i.e. Iso-Tech
Ltd., which became the owner of the 'gold formula'.
Iso-Tech Ltd. had then been co-owned by FIBG and Dr. Guang H. Lin, a researcher at Texas
A&M University who assisted in what popularly later became known as the gold research project,
which Telander had funded with $200,000 (US).

Iso-Tech in-turn, licensed the use of the formula to a Nevada firm, i.e. Powerhouse Technologies.
Powerhouse entered into an agreement with a firm, i.e. Energy International Inc., to develop the
Phoenix pilot processing plant in Arizona, utilizing the gold formula.
Because of MacEnroe's 'buffalo tactics' and rude business behavior, he got nothing to satisfy his
insatiable thirst for his quest for gold. He remained frustrated, not being able to hide the
expression on his face that gave him away and what he was up to with the new CEO of FIBG
( Mark Kennedy ) and its ex-CEO ( Van Arthur Brink ) during their meeting in Grenada.
If MacEnroe was acting as a flatfoot investigator, he was about as graceful as a bull moose in a
china store.
MacEnroe's ability to carefully handle information and what little secrets he had obviously been
given about the bank, exposed him and the fact that he really hadn't done his homework as a PMC
agent at all, on the bank, the bankers or, as it turned out, the gold either.
Later, after MacEnroe kicked the slats out from under the Grenada bank, which then toppled FIBG
behind the scenes with planted news reports about possible bank fraud. MacEnroe then began
secretly conducting his own backyard gold experiments, trying to come up with a formula on his
own.
FIBG was, according to news reports, Grenadas largest bank at the time, dwarfing Bank Crozier,
there in comparison.
While FIBG continued to fund research further developing a successful gold formula, it also
funded engagements of third-party scientists to come in and monitor each step of tests being
performed.
Test results varied from a low positive amount of three hundred percent (300%) gold enhancement
recoveries, to as much as one thousand eight hundred percent (1,800%) in enhanced gold
recoveries.
Many of the test results but never the actual formula itself was passed back and forth among
various parties, via telephone FAX (facsimile) transmissions that were perhaps intercepted and
passed along through channels to MacEnroe. How else could he have possibly made such a wild
guess?
The co-joint investment of FIBG and Dr. Guang H. Lin with Iso-Tech, saw that Dr. Lin had
successfully refined the original Telander-funded formula, and had gone on to develop it as per
their agreement with Telander.
Vastly improved enhancing quantities of gold had netted Iso-Tech a scientific quantum leap in its
studies and tests being conducted by the Phoenix project at a test site in Arizona.

In addition to Phoenix came yet another FIBG gold project.
In this other gold project, rather than enhancement formulas at the Phoenix (Arizona) project,
FIBG saw to establishing mining claims near Pahrump, Nevada.
Studies and testing of another formula began in what would require mining the necessary basic
mineral components, which would be producing gold and other valuable minerals through a gold
extraction process.
The bank's plan was to become the first privately owned bank with 100% of its own gold-backed
instruments.
MacEnroe had presented himself to First International Bank of Grenada, Ltd. as representing a
large, powerful, and wealthy European consortium. One that was willing and capable of assisting
FIBG. But, facts proved otherwise. MacEnroe went on to request as would have been normally
necessary that the bank dispose of its assets in order to prepare itself for the entrance and
assistance of new owners of FIBG that he had been pro-offering all along.
Instead, MacEnroe wound up demonstrating that his assurances were something entirely different
and not what he had previously indicated was the case at all. It was only later understood and
proven to have been a cleverly designed scam, perpetrated on the FIBG bank and, right from the
very beginning.
The new CEO (Kennedy) at FIBG was invited to visit with MacEnroe at his office in St. Gallen,
Switzerland, on or about February 3rd 2000.
On Kennedys arrival into MacEnroes office, he turned their bank deal completely around and
switched it off by deciding to turn on Kennedy just to purposely try to get Brink in trouble with
the law. The plans were already laid out on the table, right before Kennedys eyes, as MacEnroe
started in.
First Brink, then the bank. MacEnroe began extortion techniques by striking fear into the heart of
Kennedy that he would lose his freedom and be arrested by FBI agents if he didn't cooperate with
MacEnroe.
Although this plan was cumbersome, all it took was MacEnroe sending the banks new CEO
(Kennedy) back to Grenada like a well guided cruise missile, as MacEnroes instrument of brass
destruction.
Kennedy was carefully instructed and coached my MacEnroe on what to do. First, just a couple of
phone calls. Then the computer hard drives at Brinks residence. Next? The paper file documents,
then just two (2) more phone calls, and that would be the end of the Grenada bank once and for
all. Grenada and the FBI would ignite all the bombs. Or, so MacEnroe thought.

Nothing was discussed at all by MacEnroe to Kennedy about buying up or taking over the
Grenada bank. MacEnroe did not have the best interest of the bank, its depositors, investors,
employees or the reputations of its directors and consultants at heart. He wanted everyone dead in
the water and stinking to high heaven throughout the worldwide press.
It became evident to MacEnroe that, in order for his plan to work, the bank had to be collapsed
fast. He obviously knew that if the bank had a former trustee for Howard Hughes
circumnavigating the globe in addition to its other consultants heralding proven success records, it
wouldnt be long before FIBG took care of any problem if given a little time. Kennedy was the
only ace MacEnroe had up his sleeve, and a trump card he played for all it was worth.
It seems that MacEnroe couldn't get enough 'flesh' torn off Brink so, he went on a disinformation
campaign and a character assassination publicity mission to destroy Brink earlier, since he was so
convinced that he wasn't going to get answers about what the bank had going on and everything
else he wanted to know. Kennedy was MacEnroes last stab at collapsing this bank, which most
certainly occurred.
By convincing Kennedy to do what he wanted, MacEnroe wound up leaving no records of his
fraud on FIBG, a treachery that seemingly eliminated any alibi that the bank might try to muster in
its defense. That added to finishing-off the bank.
All these details wouldve been swept under the rug as just an unsuccessful takeover of the bank,
when it actually was much more than what any thorough news reports would account for at the
time.
Frustrated no doubt at having been rebuffed by Brink, MacEnroe then finally confessed to
Kennedy that he was really after Brink all along, the FIBG bank consultant, former CEO, and
founder of the bank.
Kennedy was also instructed to cooperate by gathering up any records of MacEnroe and disposing
of them as he so instructed.
Then, as fast as MacEnroe came on the scene to supposedly assist FIBG by surreptitiously setting
it up for eventual collapse, he disappeared, leaving the bank in the lurch with assigned assets
unavailable per MacEnroes instructions to Kennedy as was found secretly to have been the case.
It was Kennedy had that effectively prepare FIBG just as MacEnroe had instructed. Kennedy
rounded up for the most part, all the banks records of its existing assets. This was purposely done
in order to supposedly qualify FIBG for the phony MacEnroe rescue package and take-over of the
bank.
These important documents had been serving as all the necessary proof FIBG had needed to
validate the banks assigned assets and other claims, which placed such an incredibly high value on
the bank in the first place.

It was these same documents that were to also serve to counteract any government threats that
were being whipped up in the press locally and around the world concerning FIBG in Grenada, as
so much negative controversy was being generated that stemmed from publicity about its existing
asset structure. And, so the records then became a primary target. Without them, FIBG could
prove nothing to anyone.
FIBG was in no position legally as it had been bound under contracts not to reveal information
about its assigned assets and many other confidential business contracts and legal policies by law
to not take down its financial pants and begin revealing its business secrets to anyone, especially
MacEnroe and Engelhard-CLAL based on highly speculative news controversy, no matter how
severe. It just couldnt.
MacEnroe's plan was a fraud pretext designed to assist in finally collapsing the Grenada bank,
which was only trying to seek a solution for its depositors and investors in lieu of a wave of
negative news.
MacEnroe's suspected PMC contractor was rumored to be coming out of a Private Military
Company (PMC) firm, i.e. Kroll Associates, Inc. (aka) O'Gara Protective Services (aka) Armor
Holding (New York), via their privately planted clever British news agent, i.e. David Marchant,
listed as owning a previously well respected online financial business newsletter in Miami Beach,
Florida.
Marchant proclaimed his long time personal friendship with a PMC firms (Kroll Associates, Inc.)
agent, i.e. Tom Fedorek, who began advising him since before he was a reporter for a Caribbean
island newspaper, i.e. Bermuda Sun.
It was Fedorek who broke the business-ice for Marchant in starting up his news business at a
facility just a short distance away from Kroll Associates, Inc. when he first came to the United
States.
It was also Tom Fedorek who made sure through Kroll Associate contacts within the United States
government that Marchants continued Immigration and Naturalization Service permanent
residency status was a done deal as long as Marchant behaved and did what he was told.
And, through his friend Fedorek, Kroll made sure that Marchants visa was arranged with a special
status through approval at the U.S. State Department.
Marchant has plenty of favoritism debts to pay back if he wants to remain in the United States so,
he has continued to play along with the story line of whatever the current presidential
administration passes down through the U.S. Attorneys office, and a plethora of federal regulatory
agencies as well.
In 1996, Marchant got booted out of the Caribbean island nation of Bermuda by its government,

after Marchant had followed intelligence that was being leaked to him from his good friend Tom
Fedorek at Kroll in the United States.
Marchant had created a sizeable wake in Bermuda when it came to a Marine and Casualty
insurance firm scandal that he kept continually reporting on publicly. It was that story that earned
Marchant his reputation as being a rather successful hard-hitting investigative reporter back until
1996, but it really wasnt all his doing.
Marchant was definitely receiving tips on who to scandalize in his reporting by information
coming from his good friend (Fedorek) at Kroll in the U.S. who had its own intelligence sources
within the U.S. government. Perhaps even credible manufactured stories too that pointed
Marchant in one direction more so than in another to investigate.
The Bermuda government got so upset with all the economic chaos that Marchants investigative
news reports had generated from the tiny island to all over the world, which began ruining
Bermuda as an economic tax-haven from investors and depositors coming from the United States
and elsewhere, that it decided to refuse issuing him a resident work permit that would have
allowed him to stay on with his previous news assignment at the Bermuda Sun.
While Marchants successful stories in Bermuda depended on work product information being
supplied to him in Bermuda by Fedorek at Kroll in the U.S., it also served to get him booted from
the island too, which Kroll fully expected it would.
The PMC intelligence agency sword of Kroll having cut Marchant both ways, Fedorek was
successful in keeping Marchant on the Kroll hook by inviting him to come to the United States
and carry-on his investigative news reporting by assisting him with setting up his own subcontracted firm for Kroll near their Miami Beach, Florida office in 1996.
Kroll Associates, Inc. contracted with Marchant and placed him under their private investigators
license in Florida. Later, Marchant had to get his own, but the fact that he had worked under the
license of Kroll, weighed heavily in favor of his obtaining an immediate licensing opportunity
with the State of Florida examiners. Marchant however, later failed to renew his State of Florida
private investigators license in 2002.
The Kroll firm was trusted with sensitive information by the U.S. government so, Marchant
received virtual intelligence tips, which went to actually make him so prominent with the field of
federal U.S. law enforcement agencies that granted him his permanent residency status in America
along with other profitable business news tips.
Trying to muster an exposure campaign on Marchant's corrupt business practices or those of his
associated PMC associates is like going up against Fort Knox in the U.S. where his news reports
are viewed as gold guarded by federal employees.
Marchant, along with his longtime friend, i.e. Peter Johannson, primary director of the Grenada

competition bank, i.e. Crozier Bank, did not enjoy having FIBG as an international competitor in
Grenada at the same time so they formed a secret union in order to combat and try to topple FIBG
through negative press releases coming out of the United States when it seemed that the press in
Grenada had little affect if any on FIBG.
Now it was possible that if a U.S. news source combined with a Grenada news source bandied
together in a concerted effort to stimulate more worldwide public controversy, that other larger
news agencies might follow on their heels, which they most certainly did.
First came the popular Wall Street Journal, next came the worldwide influences of spreading news
gossip from small wire services into its own, United Press International. It wasnt long before these
news outfits had the whole financial business world hoping, and getting the U.S. government
involved in a good healthy worldwide rumor especially where a bank that had secret gold projects
would surely be stimulated by one of the U.S. governments closest Private Military Companies,
Kroll, which could always seed insiders on Capitol Hill in Washington, D.C.
With enough negative financial business world news notoriety, stimulating phone calls, and a little
lobbying behind the scenes being directed by Kroll, anything was possible to come from
Marchants good work for Kroll out of Miami Beach.
Shortly after the collapse of FIBG in Grenada, Bank Crozier got into serious trouble in 2001 with
Canadian authorities for doing exactly what Marchant claimed FIBG had been caught doing, by
soliciting private investors out of Canada through its independent investment consultants setting
up offices there to solicit investment funds from Canadian citizens to be moved offshore in
Grenada.
The interesting issue was, Marchant never made any big whoopla about Bank Crozier because,
Peter Johansson was his friend for years so, therein lied the U.S.-based Kroll news agents corrupt
and unethical investigative journalism.
Finally, it was beginning to be exposed by a brand new independent online news resource, i.e. The
Offshore Informant, which began carrying reports exposing the Bank Crozier boot out of Canada
and Johanssons connection with Marchant. See, e.g. "Banking On No Alert."
Surprisingly enough, The Offshore Informant also penetrated the covert shield of Kroll by
revealing in a separate report, problems that cropped up for Kroll Associates, Inc. in its inability to
perceive U.S. National Security leaks within the U.S. Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC)
staff members, which upset a U.S. House Subcommittee investigation outlined the nature of
dissatisfaction with Krolls perception to produce its threat analysis report more accurately. See,
e.g.
"SEC
National
Security
Kroll
Analysis"
[ http://web.archive.org/web/20031121120450/http://offshoreinformant.tripod.com:80/offshoreint
elligence/id92.html ].
Bank Crozier held keys and unless anyone forgets, it was Bank Crozier that MacEnroe was seen

coming out of, prior to his having met with Brink and Kennedy on the FIBG deal in Grenada.
As Bank Crozier postured itself as a competitor to FIBG in Grenada holding close ties to
Marchant in Florida and MacEnroe in Europe, it isnt rocket science to figure out that Peter
Johansson was directing the assault by hiring Kroll to send in MacEnroe and Marchant to close
FIBG down in the Caribbean.
Perhaps, now well see an awful lot of people go scurrying under baseboards and out from under
the lights. Its pretty obvious what happened, why it happened, who caused it to happen, and who
the parties were who made it all happen. The question is, How can this be remedied today or
tomorrow?
MacEnroe's borderline business personality is not the only problem he has trouble covering.
MacEnroe, since the mid-1990s, has been plagued with teeter-tauter (not quite criminal) having
been peripherally involved with a number of U.S. federal civil fraud cases pertaining to high yield
investment programs (HYIP).
MacEnroe seems to be the 'instrument' of introduction in cases like a U.S. District Court case in
New Jersey, a few years ago, that involved one of his firm's, i.e. Commercial Capital
Establishment, clients, i.e. Raymond Keith Richards (a British resident of Monaco), who is the
tycoon of the European industrial machine manufacturing firm, i.e. INSULPAK, which wound up
becoming a victim himself.
Someone should ask Richards, "If a wealthy tycoon meets up with MacEnroe who provides the
introduction to invest $60-million into what turns out to have been a 'diversity fraud' is their some
way to be impervious to such things by knowing firsthand before one leaps?" Many who know
what happened to Richards have learned never to trust MacEnroe and the same amount of people
if not more would bet that Richards will now agree. What better financial business reference can
MacEnroe expect that that?
MacEnroe is infamous for luring wealthy investors, tycoons, royalty, and many more in by the
dozens from all over the world even to this very day. His treacheries hasn't skipped anything more
than a 1-week heartbeat as it turned out it did on October 31, 2001 when he was caught but then
released by the FBI.
Another case involving MacEnroe personally is a U.S. District Court civil fraud matter being tried
in a federal case at San Diego, California, which still trails.
But nothing ever seemed to stick to MacEnroe or his firms, which apparently didn't seem to
indicate enough criminality until the year 2000 in yet another case.
On October 31st 2000, MacEnroe was arrested in Myrtle Beach, South Carolina by F.B.I. agents,
but unfortunately not on the FIBG case in Grenada.

This time it was another bank investment fraud involving money laundering, a reputed Trafficante
Crime Family member, i.e. Joseph Silvestri (Florida), and a long time friend of MacEnroe's, i.e.
David Alan Morgenstern (Florida), who were arrested with MacEnroe.
Clearly, it was the ex-CEO and founder of FIBG (Brink) who was MacEnroe's target, but was it
the formula for gold that he was really after for his own selfish reasons?
Was MacEnroe supposed to be acting as a discreet PMC agent for a contractor like the U.S.
government? Did Crozier Bank hire MacEnroe to eliminate its competition?
Perhaps, Engelhard-CLAL did wave a significant fee in front of MacEnroe or perhaps satisfied his
interests in precious metals like gold.
Then again, perhaps MacEnroe already had contacts within Engelhard-CLAL based on gold
possibly hidden in Malaysia that required moving to the Middle East or elsewhere.
MacEnroe proved his own personal business dealings and long time acquaintanships with one (1)
conglomerates tycoon, i.e. Dr. Luciano Caroni, hierarchy of Chrysler-Daimler (St. Gallen,
Switzerland), Schindler Group (St. Gallen, Switzerland), and Lista International (St. Gallen,
Switzerland); and, some of MacEnroes St. Gallen, Switzerland offices being at the same address
locations for Credit Suisse Bank Group subsidiary, i.e. Winterthur-Leben insurance (St. Gallen,
Switzerland), and BDO International subsidiary, i.e. BDO Visura - Financial (St. Gallen,
Switzerland), in addition to his many other ventures. See, e.g. "SEGMENT 2."
FIBG with all those gold projects? Certainly no great challenge for any MacEnroe-tied European
conglomerate that may have wanted to keep the gold technology all to themselves a big 'secret',
since FIBG projects were coming up as big financial roses to soon be blooming worldwide.
FIBG was no piker when it came to their having received enough control of billions of assigned
Asian gold and other wealthy assets, to have then become a much larger threat than anyone might
have originally perceived.
When there is that much money or potential of money shifting, so will the balance of power and
control throughout the world.
To understand the significance and secrets of gold enhancement formulas, the basic mineral
extraction process, and the history, its definitely worth anyone's investigation.
On January 19, 1994 in a story found in The Chronicle of Higher Education, entitled, "A&M's
Alchemy Caper," it only just began to tell a small part of the story about a British chemistry
Professor, i.e. Dr. John O'M. Bockris, at Texas A&M University and his 1992 alchemical research
efforts to 'turn mercury into gold', and other valuable metal enhancements using cold-fusion.

Technology discoveries from a non-renowned scientist, usually meets with some professional
ridicule from colleagues. Dr. Bockris was no different, at first.
It just so happens that years later, Telander was the same person whose name appeared on the
bank's FAX, and within over 1/2-million documents later seized by FBI agents, from the files of
FIBG, which was forced to close in 2000.
FIBG had been assaulted for over two (2) years with a flurry of claims coming initially from U.S.
and Canadian government sources. Rumors began circulating globally via internet message
boards. And, ambitious news reporters and financial business experts became ensnared in a
bitterly disputed controversy over claims that the Grenada bank was somehow supposed to be
laundering money. A fact, which today, now seems most certain that it wasn't.
Oddly enough three (3) calendar years later, no criminal action whatsoever has yet been taken by
the U.S. government against the FIBG founder, Van Brink. Curious also is that he continues to be
vilified in the international press as the biggest banking crook of the past 100 years.
MacEnroe had tried to tell everyone that Brink was some villainous crook. He even met with the
FIBG then current CEO, i.e. Mark Kennedy, and told him that Brink (former CEO, founder, and
consultant) was going to be taken down by the F.B.I., and that if Kennedy knew what was good
for himself, he had better do exactly as MacEnroe was going to instruct him to do.
During the flurry of negative news publicity about the bank and Brink who was obviously a
primary target but who was never arrested or charged with any crime, what happened and why did
so many people wind up losing so much money when the bank closed? Moreover, who was 'really'
responsible for the closing of the bank and the loss of depositors and investors monies, not to
mention so many ruined reputations and lives that were smashed economically and socially?
All this treacherous publicity is extremely odd since allegations first began in December 1998
from a Miami, Florida online financial business newsgroup, i.e. Offshore Business News and
Research, Inc., and later in 2002 with duplicate news from its other firm, i.e. World Compliance,
Inc.
Owner and spokesperson, i.e. David Marchant, a British citizen hailing from Wales to now Miami
Beach, Florida began his howling on every online financial news message board - including his
online competitors - and even to United Press International and congressional subcommittees
about the lessons to be learned in Grenada bank scams.
The negative news pretext tactics helped in the closure of over 24 banks in just 2-years, one of
which was the First International Bank of Grenada Limited that was located near Marchant's
friend's bank, i.e. Crozier Bank.
It seems that every one wanted a nice big slice of the depositors and investors money from FIBG,
one way or another.

From Canada to Grenada, came one the worlds most powerful and famous accountancy and
auditing firm, i.e. Price-Waterhouse-Coopers (PWC), with one of its offices directors, i.e. Marcus
A. Wide, to go after all the assets of First International Bank of Grenada Limited (FIBG). Wide,
published several huge audit reports on the bank, but was missing the reports that showed where
the banks proof was for its deeded and assigned assets that disappeared after MacEnroes
shenanigans.
PWC seemed to have no problem at first, locating enough assets to pay itself for its exorbitant
audit and investigation services, which sucked what it could out of the banks assets it did recover.
So much was taken from depositors and investors of FIBG that according to Wide, "nothing was
left over" to return to the banks depositors and investors of the Grenada bank.
Now, it is presumed that the banks gold transmutation formula was actually disposed of without
reference being ever made to the Grenada court from the courts first appointed liquidator of FIBG,
who wildly just disposed of assets worth less than $25,000 each, possibly without even knowing
what the gold formula was or where it had been located in filing cabinets, which were also sold at
a public auction held on the streets of downtown Grenada.
FIBG was seized by the Grenada government on August 11, 2000, and not put into court-ordered
liquidation until February 28, 2001.
Two (2) successive government-appointed administrators labored months over the books and
records of the bank. In his reports as liquidator, Marcus A. Wide who claimed that many of the
asset documents that the FIBG former CEO Brink had claimed were supposed to be in the banks
files, were no where to be found and that in fairness to Brink, were duly noted by independent
accountants that examined the banks books and records.
There are five (5) possible theories to what may have happened to the formula of gold:
1. MacEnroe persuaded Kennedy to turn it over to him;
2. One (1) of the Grenada government two (2) successive appointed managers of FIBG discovered
it, and removed it from the files;
3. Marcus A. Wide, as liquidator, was able to dispose of assets that in his sole discretion were
worth less than US $25,000 without making any reference to the court on the final disposition of
what those assets were may have handed it off to a party offering him some token sum;
4. MacEnroe not being resourceful enough to prevail upon any of the above three (3) scenarios;
and perhaps not being patient or intelligent enough to read through a bound notebook that held, all
of the following:
a. The formula for the Phoenix development project;

b. The copy of the Engelhard-CLAL offer of $150-million (US) for the formula; and,
c. The attached other formula; never having actually realized it was of more important value than
they could ever dream of.
5. Marcus A. Wide may have just tossed it in the trash; the tropical birds having more vision to
pick over it closer than he, which may have more than likely happened.
In fairness, FIBG depositors who have been advised by Marcus A. Wide that when he finishes
with the liquidation of FIBG that there will be nothing left over to distribute to them, one may
assume that someone did read the book. Especially so, since in his reports as liquidator, it was
Wide who openly criticized former CEO Brink for having invested upwards of $1-million in
further research and development of a gold formula.
It should be noted that in the fall of 2000 the Government of Grenada called in a Canadian branch
of Price-Waterhouse-Coopers (PWC) to perform a forensic audit of FIBG.
The firm that was engaged was the same one that had accepted the engagement to serve as
consultants to the Grenada International Financial Services Authority (GIFSA) and was the same
firm that later was named as the liquidator of FIBG, i.e. the firm, which Marcus A. Wide has been
a long time Managing Director of.
This being so, Wide has been in actual possession of the books and records of FIBG since 2000.
The overly expensive audit, and the stupidity throughout the PWC bungled investigation could
only point one finger, and this time it was pointed specifically tat the bank's founder, i.e. Van
Brink, trying to go after what little he had left of his own personal possessions in Africa in 2002.
No ever stopped to think how just a small Canadian office affiliate of PWC happened to be chosen
right out of the blue to see to the overhaul of Grenadas offshore sector, starting with FIBG.
Was there an un-seen hand at work in that selection? Or, when Grenadas Prime Minister, Dr.
Keith Mitchell made a trip to the United Nations in New York in 2000, did he just happen to get
online somewhere and pull up a Canadian office of PWC out of the internet Yellow Pages and
give them a call?
The gold processing formula was never found - or so the story goes - and the FIBG two (2)
projects just mysteriously disappeared.
Now, years before this, belated recognition in scientific achievement did however, eventually
come to Dr. Bockris who was awarded the famous Nobel Prize for Physics, after being reportedly
nominated by a research group at Harvard University.

The prize was specifically awarded for the Bockris experiments demonstrating 'chemical
transmutation of base metals into silver and gold', but he never went to Cambridge to pick up his
prize.
Dr. Bockris is a leading researcher in the field of 'cold fusion', whose accomplishments have been
prominently featured in Infinite Energy Magazine, a firm that now has Bockris sitting on their
advisory board today.
Cold fusion research is a subject that still to this very day holds a very high-level interest with
U.S. National Security, and is overseen by the U.S. Department of Energy due to the
experimentations 'high-energy' that is the by-product of a manufactured low-yield nuclear energy
reaction during the metals transmutation process.
Telander's dispute with Texas A&M still trailed with wanting his remaining unspent monies
returned to him since it was the University that had purposely stopped the experimentations on the
research project or in lieu of that, use his monies for its intended purpose, i.e. to funding of the
research project that the University had shut down.
The University just decided to freeze Telander's money in that it had somehow been convinced to
no longer fund any further alchemy as it was nervous about returning the Telander's $32,000 (US).
The history and background covering such processing has been a well-kept secret, holding a U.S.
government national security classification on it as Sensitive Compartmented Information (SCI)
and an associated but unknown 'priority level' but, there is still information available, if the public
knows where to look.
Telander had long supported "The Philadelphia Project," which was a project supposedly 'not' to
be confused with "The Philadelphia Experiment," which was something else and only rumored to
be an electromagnetic U.S. defense Naval ship radar cloaking experiment conducted decades
earlier in Norfolk, Virginia or thereabouts in the U.S.
Now, what the "Philadelphia Project" pertained to was a research effort that transformed ordinary
small amounts of 'base metals' - usually found in relatively common rocks worldwide - that were
then chemically doped and then placed inside special ovens for heating. During the cooking
process of metals transmutation, a low-energy temperature 'nuclear reaction' occurs while the
ovens vent the toxic gases.
Bockris was involved in the project at one point, but his participation ended at Texas A&M
University in 1993, amidst scandals. But, Bockris continued to follow the scientific investigation
aspects of the processing technology.
Telander impressed on FIBG the fact that he regretted his inaccessibility with Dr. Bockris due to
impositions preventing further contact, and it was only later suspected that the SEC conviction
issue was the round-about way to pull Telander out of commission related to further realizing

anything more on the Texas A&M experiments on the gold transmutation project.
FIBG agreed with Telander that Dr. Guang H. Lin, who refined Telanders Texas A&M University
gold transmutation formula to be used within the banks Phoenix project, would conduct it without
either Dr. Bockris or Joe E. Champion.
No one knew 'why' Dr. Lin was immersed in paranoia about revealing his extremely enhanced
version of the metals transmutation formula.
Could it have been that Dr. Lin had made an earlier discovery to what Dr. Bockris and Dr.
Champion later discovered about a 'another technology splinter' that he refused to discuss with the
bank?
Although Dr. Lin's formula was unique in that it did 'not' require having to procure 'government
restricted materials' [HC1 and H2S04, is on the U.S. Drug Enforcement Agency list of forbidden
materials, and HN03 is probably now on that same list.] in order to successfully bring about the
metals transmutation process, there may have been that other 'different technology' reason for
Lin's extreme paranoia combined with the fact that Dr. Lin would not initially even release his
gold formula to those at the Phoenix, Arizona test site.
There's more than just a strong possibility that the test facility - like any other - may have been
under the ever watchful eyes and ears of the U.S. government so, Dr. Lin probably never bothered
mentioning this worrisome issue to FIBG.
In metals transmutation, 'low-energy nuclear reactions' occur and fluctuate in intensity depending
on the combination of chemicals, irradiation, and materials inside the controlled oven chambers,
which are designed to vent toxic gases.
A consulting engineer, i.e. Leon Harrington, notified the bank that there had been an explosion at
their Phoenix project test laboratory. Harrington had been hired on purpose since he was well
trained with enough experience to be an excellent skeptic that never believed anything like
growing gold was possible so he proved to be an excellent balance representing the interests of his
employer who had invested in the project. No one would pull the wool over his eyes.
While no one seemed physically hurt or adversely affected by the Phoenix test site explosion, the
team went on sweeping-up the residual dust at the test area for days, analyzing what they found
within the dust.
The dust particles turned out to possess greater amounts than ever before analyzed containing not
just gold but, significant higher yields of other valuable materials within the Platinum Metals
Group (PMG). This discovery provided them with incredible huge returns.
Out of that small accident and finding dust particles that then told yet another secret, they invented
and designed a recovery system that worked to capture particles that would have otherwise been

taken away as before, through an ordinary exhaust vent system.
In addition to William Telander, Dr. Lin also expressed his concern that the formula never windup in the hands of the world famous gold producing firm of Engelhard-CLAL.
It was a secret that MacEnroe had been previously representing some Muslim clients who held
Malaysian interests. MacEnroe, while under contract to them, was looking at bringing 'gold' out of
an undisclosed island nation in Southeast Asia.
Now, a good close friend of MacEnroe happens to be a global arms broker by the name of, Satiris
"Sonny" Galahad Fassoulis.
And, Sonny's close friend, i.e. Garland Williams, who was a major U.S. intelligence operative
assigned to the Far East. Williams had decided to team up with his close friend, i.e. William Wild
Bill Donovan, who ran the United States Office of Strategic Services (O.S.S.) before it became the
U.S. Central Intelligence Agency (C.I.A.).
Williams and Sonny were privy to much intelligence that was going on in northern Africa and the
Far East where they had been assigned during World War II. If anyone would have secret
knowledge where Kobi boxed Japanese gold was hidden, MacEnroe's friend, Sonny might.
Sonny inherited a silk and fur trading firm that had been established in 1930, which he later turned
after the War into his current firm, i.e. CIC International, Ltd., which is now an aerospace, defense
surveillance equipment, medium to heavy munitions, military supplies, and logistic outfit that
employs about 740+ employees, and reported revenues in excess of $3/4-billion (US) in 2002.
CIC International Ltd. has many offices worldwide. At least two (2) are located in Hoboken, New
Jersey and Stamford, Connecticut. The historic 1930s silk and fur firm, i.e. Commerce
International China, Inc., soon became another firm, i.e. CIC International of California.
CIC International in Hoboken, New Jersey office is partnered with its online financial newsgroup,
i.e. Hedge Fund Alert (a Harrison Scott publication), that issues online financial business
newsletters similar to that of David Marchant's Florida firm, i.e. Offshore Business News and
Research, Inc., and his newsletters, i.e. OffshoreAlert and World Compliance.
It seems that MacEnroe was interested in FIBG for more secretly hidden gold reasons. The bank
had deeded assets of $10-billion (US) from Kobi box gold - relating to World War II Japanese
assets - secretly held in the Philippines.
It is a fact according to the U.S. government that FIBG claimed to have been assigned bearer
checks in the amount of $3.8-billion (US) issued by Dai-Ichi Kangyo Banking Company and
multiple millions in Certificates of Deposit issued by Bank of China.
However later and on further investigation, the U.S. government was allegedly told by both Asian

banks they denied any knowledge of it or FIBG, which it couldn't have possibly known about
since the assets were deeded to the bank and not held at either bank in the FIBG name.
Although there is no public information to suggest that Gabriel MacEnroe is obtaining secret
information from within the European Union (EU) Partnership programs concerning other nations
secret mining ventures or any other intelligence information, he 'does' have a brother, i.e. Geoff
MacEnroe, who 'is' extremely involved with such European Union affairs.
Geoff MacEnroe is involved within the European Union Partnership Program and its Transborder
Partnership employment programs between Northern Ireland, the Republic of Ireland, and the rest
of the world.
Geoff MacEnroe has been conducting meetings with a wide variety of nations concerning natural
resources as applied to their mining and discoveries process, which is a matter of public record, if
carefully researched.
It would certainly be difficult (at best) to indicate that these two (2) MacEnroe brothers might ever
discuss anything but innocent chit-chat except when they meet once a year in public at Christmas.
But, then what 'would' their talks entail?
Aside from Middle Eastern Muslim sideline interests within Malaysia to have Gabriel MacEnroe
make arrangements to secretly usher-out their gold holdings in both bullion and Kobi boxed gold
as well, there is an international supplier of heavy defense equipment, i.e. BDM International
(aka) Braddock, Dunn and McDonald Inc. (McLean, VA), which lists as its 'fourth (4th)
subsidiary' a well-known PMC firm, i.e. Vinnell Corporation, headquartered out of Fairfax,
Virginia in the U.S. Perhaps, this is where MacEnroes friend Sonny, fits in.
Following in the wake of Vinnell and BDM International or the other way around, which is more
likely the case here since, Sonny and his CIC firm has been around since 1930, long before BDM
was ever formed by the U.S. military General who was placed in charge of getting pushed through
the U.S. Congress, the infamously troublesome and weakly armored personnel carrier known as
the Bradley Infantry Fighting Vehicle (BIFV), which are being used in the U.S.-led war on Iraq.
Vinnell happens to be one of the strongest world-class PMC (Private Military Companies), having
completed many successful accomplishments for the U.S. Central Intelligence Agency from
Malaysia to the Middle East, and is often found to be at the very heart of international conflict
areas. See, e.g. SEGMENT 1.
So, 'which' PMC or 'how many' PMCs MacEnroe may contract out to with at any given period in
time, still remains anyone's guess. It could be Kroll, Vinnell or, more probably MacEnroe's
friend's (Satiris "Sonny" Galahad Fassoulis') firm, CIC International, Ltd. Nobody will admit to it
although MacEnroe has continued to tie himself to Sonny quite closely.
MacEnroe also holds very close ties as well with an ex-Bahrain banker, who moved from the

United Arab Emirates (UAE) not long ago, to the arms capital of the world of Cypress, who
claims to be affiliated with the Kuwaiti Royal Family. See, e.g. "SEGMENT 2."
Gabriel MacEnroe's behavior indicates worldwide pursuits on 'gold' issues, which extend beyond
mere speculation, according to all information collected and analyzed to date.
MacEnroe's accusatory comments to Van Brink (then consultant for FIBG) challenging him about
possibly having been involved with "the Texas gold scandal" that he blurted out at his first
meeting with FIBG indicated that he wasn't there solely for bank business regarding assistance in
establishing a good working relationship with a strong European bank, which was what had
originally sought to have MacEnroe arrange for them.
MacEnroe's brain was on 'gold' all along but which PMC contractor gave him all his information?
MacEnroe had never been advised by FIBG that it had a gold mining process underway so, why
did MacEnroe bring up the Texas gold scandal?
As time has passed, several odd events occurred with regard to the metals transmutation
formulization process experimentations that may have gone on to affect other scientific
discoveries about the way individuals will eventually perceive themselves in the future and around
the world.
If it hadn't been for William Telander first having funded the Texas A&M University grant for
experimental research, which used new cold-fusion and chemical isotope combinatorics to at least
one (1) applied technology for metal transmutation processing, another off-shoot technology may
have never been discovered by Bockris and Champion later on.
That second (2nd) new applied technology discovery might have remained a secret about an even
more valuable technology unrelated to metals transmutation, which has not yet been brought to the
surface.
Although Telander later confessed to the bank that he had brought "legal troubles" on his former
friend, i.e. Joe E. Champion, but that was to perhaps get even on what how he perceived
Champion betraying his confidential information he had shared on the gold formula. Telander,
seeing and learning that Champion had gone off to Mexico and was scheduled to meet the press to
announce and demonstrate the gold process publicly was perhaps the final straw that broke the
camels back.
Today, Champion has teamed-up with Dr. Bockris, who Telander had originally funded. Bockris
and Champion then began their own collective partnership project on the new phase of the gold
transmutation process, while Telander wound up being fused-out in the cold.
It should be noted that for well over 1-year now, the founders and researchers of this still secret
technology, have seemingly gone 'underground' with no further information.

Recalling how - back in the early-1990s - metals transmutation processing was originally quite
hard for Dr. Bockris' colleagues to accept where he had been scoffed at about such experiments, it
eventually stopped when he won the Nobel Prize.
Champion was arrested again in 1998. This time he apparently violated the terms of probabtion
from his former charge.
So, with Champion having to finish what remained of his original 10-year sentence, his secret
transdimensional technology was taken over by others who he entrusted that to.
Although these others began developing Champion's formulas with some help from a new influx
of alchemists, Bockris still hung on until at least mid-2001, when something they routed
themselves all into an underground 'socity' due to the nature of their work, which no longer
remained a public matter of any news record whatsoever from what had initially come out of the
gold formulas being further developed.
A high-level government scientist claims that their experiments led to a secret technology
supposedly focusing on a physical biological phenomena involving an uncharted transdimensional
phase during the nuclear reaction. While the phrase beam me up, Scotty! used as from the
American science-fiction television show, i.e. Star Trek, might actually be what is secretly
rumored here, the U.S. government has certainly has clamped a lid on it claiming it involves
dangerous high-energy physics that it has been involved with for several decades.
While what appears as sheer absurdity of such notions surrounding an unknown 'other dimension'
and 'spatial rifts' that may affect human beings continues to grow even quieter today. It may just
have something to do with that decades-old U.S. government classified program nicknamed as,
"The Philadelphia Experiment" upon which another American movie was based on its theory.
The same experiment that many were led to believe had absolutely nothing to do with where
Telander's original "Philadelphia Project" was the original conception for his idea to fund the
Texas A&M project that led to metals transmutation experiments. Did Telander actually 'know'
something 'secret' that he was only sharing with Dr. Bockris and/or Dr. Champion long ago?
This revelation coupled with the fact of no further information being made available to the public,
leaves the subject of metals transmutation and the nuclear processed enhancement of gold and its
reactive force of dimensional expansion, one mysteriously difficult study. There is however, an
explanation to what happened and why this has been kept quiet for so many years now.
Ten (10) years ago, Dr. Champion and Nancy Meachum used prominent lawyers from Texas and
Washington, D.C. to court senior aides of U.S. Senators, i.e. Dole and Kassenbaum, on Capitol
Hill. But all of them, then turned deaf ears toward the gold transmutation technology, but now it
may have become clearer as to 'why' they did.
Although this story is now being written, certain other details of the physics and other applications

to it continue to remain classified by the U.S. governments Department of Energy.
Background Of Material Transmutations
Bockris mixed potassium nitrate with carbon and salts, heated his formula to precise temperatures
using cold-fusion-style transmutations driven by radio waves and high temperatures that resulted
in producing 'increased levels and amounts' of gold, silver, and other precious metals out of
materials found in specific types of common rocks.
Joe E. Champion, later became involved in experiments surrounding the mineral to metals
transmutation processing, but was arrested in Mexico just before he was about to release details of
his experiments to the press.
It was reported that Mexico federal law enforcement officials were notified by the U.S.
government to arrest Champion before he could leak his information to the public. Reports of
Champion being handled according to this plan, where he was subsequently turned over to U.S.
federal custody at the border happened.
Champion was sentenced to serve only one (1) year in prison from a greater sentence he had
received, for a reported unrelated charge of felony theft. [Sharon Begley, Newsweek Magazine,
1/10/94.]
According to Dr. Bockris, "My first telephone calls with Joe [Champion] occurred in August of
1996. I had heard his name from Dan York, a Dallas, Texas-based engineer/chemist/alchemist
who told me that Joe was converting mercury to gold. The mystery surrounding Champion's arrest
was explained, as follows:
"On December 11th 1992, I was preparing for an interview with media representatives in Mexico
City. Unfortunately, I missed the meeting with the press because I was picked up and taken to
Arizona by a combined group of FBI agents, Mexican Federales, and Interpol.
As I was led into the Phoenix airline terminal, I was arrested by Arizona police and taken to the
Maricopa County Jail."
Champion supposedly learned en route to jail from one of his FBI escorts and later from a retired
U.S. Navy Captain, i.e. Roger Briggs, that Champions former business friend, i.e. William
Telander, had somehow betrayed him by issuing the story about Champion having been about to
release nuclear secrets, a story accepted by and acted upon by U.S. federal agents in capturing
Champion.
Champion states that it was Telander who provided the U.S. government with information that
Champion was about to perform some sort of traitorous act in passing nuclear secrets to certain
third world leaders, i.e. [Libyan leader] Muammar Qaddafi and [Cuban leader] Fidel Castro.

Simultaneous to Champion's federal abduction out of Mexico, his personal effects and 20-years of
computerized notes, files, experiments, data with all his experimental history was either secretly
confiscated or stolen from out of his personal storage in Mexico by, William Telander and his
female acquaintances, i.e. Miss Mateo, and Nancy Meacham, who Dr. Champion claims had
leaked much information about his science experiments to Telander after having worked with
Champion for over 8-years.
Champion continues, "Even though I became a political prisoner in jail, my morale was not
broken. I was able to continue my work in the science through others. I collaborated with Drs.
Bockris, Bush (Cal-Poly Tech) and Robert Monti (Italy) on a theoretical scientific paper that will
be published in the near future.
I was received with mixed feelings inside Dr. Bockris's group. Dr. Bhardwaj, the senior scientist
and Mr. Minevski, a graduate student, both of chemistry disciplines, were openly optimistic, while
Dr. Guang Lin, a nuclear physicist was negative. Dr. Lin's favorite saying as he walked down the
hall was, 'No, no, no, no!'
Because of the time constraint, I rapidly attempted three (3) demonstrations of the electromagnetic
resonance experiment, all failures.
This made Dr. Lin happy. The reader should not misunderstand the situation with Dr. Lin. We
were not adversaries, but life would have been simpler for a physicist if my theories were proven
wrong. However, with what was to happen next, Dr. Lin and I became close, while I unknowingly
developed new opposition within the group at the [Texas A&M] University.
At least Dr. Torres was more open-minded. I gave him a chemical matrix consisting of mineral,
carbon (C), sodium nitrate (NaNOA , lead (Pb) and mercury (Hg).
I wrote out the procedures in total and departed, allowing him to acquire new chemicals and to
proceed unobstructed by me.
On September 10, 1991, Dr. Torres prepared an affidavit stating the following results:
'TWO POTENTIAL AREAS OF DANGER EXIST WHEN EXPERIMENTING WITH THIS
SCIENCE. THEY ARE RADIATION AND THE TOXICITY OF VAPORS. BEFORE
ATTEMPTING ANY EXPERIMENTS WITHIN THIS AREA, CONSULT AN EXPERT IN
THE SUBJECT OF LABORATORY SAFETY
Mineral composition BEFORE the reaction (100 grams total):
Silver -------------- 0.35 mg
Gold --------------- 4.00 mg

Mineral composition AFTER the reaction:
Silver -------------- 0.96 mg
Gold-------------- 17.00 mg'."
Translated excerpts from his [Dr. Torres] report, were as follows:
"The tests, sample preparations, and analysis were conducted by University personnel, without
comprise of Dr. Champion.
I cannot consider the increase to be from a chemical reaction. It's probably a new nuclear reaction.
In the thermal process, there was no external or internal radiation source. Clearly the reaction
(nuclear) started with the heat (burn) and terminated at the end."
Dr. Champion's favorite quote, "Ye who makes thy own gold, makes thy own rules" in his book,
continues to demonstrate for the public, apparently what the U.S. government considers to be a
threat to national security perhaps, in-part due to how increased precious metals production around
the globe could very well go on to create a significant disruption within world commodity
marketplace trading futures.
Champion states, "In this book, you will learn different procedures on how one synthetically
produces gold from a portion of mercury.
The reason I chose gold as the primary metal is, for years, gold has become the status symbol of
wealth.
It's malleable and ductile conditioning makes for beautiful jewelry and artifacts. Gold is produced
today from mining.
South Africa is producing 2/3rds of the world's supply.
South Dakota and Nevada are the only two (2) states in the U.S., which are producing commercial
quantities.
Other countries involved in gold production include: Canada, Russia, Brazil and countries within
Southeast Asia.
People today have little comprehension of the massive work that is required to make an ounce of
gold.
People today have little comprehension of the massive work that is required to make an ounce of
gold.

For example, an average mining company must process upwards of 20-tons of mineralized ore to
produce 1-troy ounce (31.103 grams) of gold.
When the efficiency of the 'process' covered in this text is maximized, it will require the
conversion of less than a pound of mercury to produce an ounce of gold and platinum.
Tests of the Champion Process" within the last year have shown the equivalence of up to 32-troy
ounces of gold production from 1-ton of synthesized minerals.
This does not take into consideration the platinum and other metals produced in the same
operation.
Of course, gold is financially vulnerable due to its relationship to the various international
currencies. This was evident in a conversation with Mr. Brian Russell, Consulate For Energy and
Mining, South African Embassy, Washington, D.C.
Champion continues, "When I asked him [Brian Russell] for the cost to mine an ounce of gold in
South Africa, he immediately asked the question, 'What is the value of gold today?' The answer is
a numbers game, for if the value of gold is high they can afford to mine a much lower grade of ore
at higher costs, and the reverse when the price is at a lower value.
However, there did appear to be an unwritten rule communicated that day. There would be a major
problem for South Africa if the value of gold were to fall beneath, say, $300.00 (US) per ounce.
This is easily rationalized due to the centuries of mining within the country, which has depleted
their high-grade reserves.
The point is, with new transmutation technologies, we can create the expensive metals from
abundant, inexpensive premined base metals.
Platinum, another precious metal economically valued higher than gold, was discovered in the
Ural Mountains of Columbia, South America in 1735.
Later, large deposits were found in South Africa. This country now supplies 60% of the world's
production.
30% is produced in Russia, with the remaining 10% of the platinum reserves being mined as trace
metals in the vast nickel deposits of Ontario, Canada.
In association with platinum, the precious metal industry recognized a series of elements known as
the PLATINUM GROUP METALS, or better known as 'PGMs'.
PGMs, in addition to Platinum (Pt), consist of iridium (Ir), osmium (0s), palladium (Pd), rhodium
(Rh), and ruthenium (Ru). A portion of these metals is now present in your everyday life.

For example, palladium, platinum, and rhodium can be found in automobile 'catalytic converters'.
Their function is to transform or, reduce the harmful engine fumes to non-toxins.
These metals are also found in other similar industrial applications where, the reduction of
harmful hydrogenous compounds is required.
Iridium appears in many fountain pen tips.
Palladium is used in numerous hydro generation, dehydrogeneration and jewelry applications.
Rhodium is the rarest of all PGM's, which is of high demand for use in catalytic converters.
In the "Champion Process," Rhodium and palladium are created through a 'nuclear conversion of
silver'.
The largest natural reserve of silver is located in Mexico, which supplies approximately 80% of
the world's demand for native silver.
Silver, similar to lead, has been labeled a toxic substance by environmental laws. As a result, its
use has been curtailed, whereas recycling efforts have been maximized.
One of silver's largest industrial requirements is the production of diagnostic x-ray film.
Silver consists of two (2) natural isotopes, one of which (107) is partially consumed during the xray process. Because of this selective isotopic consumption, recycled silver is not recommended
for the synthetic production of rhodium.
The sporadic rambling to this point was necessary to demonstrate the general requirements of the
varying reactions and to illustrate the potential restructuring of wealth between nations.
For example, Mexico as a nation, hosts the largest in-ground reserves of mercury for the Western
Hemisphere. Thus, the future of Mexico's importance to the world increases as a supplier of
synthetically produced gold and PGM's."
According to Champion, "The key to the future value of precious metals is not from the
advancement of mining techniques, but from the advancement of transmutive techniques made
possible by the 'Champion Process'."
If you took a poll now, skeptics should far outnumber the believers. However, new discoveries are
coming forth daily.
On March 1993, Life Magazine reported on that a 15-year old high school student, i.e. Lea Potts,
created diamonds with a welding torch in the family's garage. This is a known event within the

scientific community. Scientists are now working on ways to create diamonds easier, cheaper and
more efficiently.
The world of alchemy opens many new and exciting challenges to mankind, as well as setting
forth potential disasters.
According to Dr. Champion, "Twentieth Century Alchemy is a publication that covers the debate
which has plagued man for millenniums. 'Can one cause an element to change from itself to
another by a chemical reaction?'
Dr. John O'M. Bockris from Texas A&M University was conjuring a new breed of scientists
throughout their laboratories, converting common metals in rocks into gold.
However, the reality is alchemy, in the true sense of the word, has been present since the
beginning of our Universe.
Man's witness of alchemy was first recorded around 5,000 B.C. in Chinese and Egyptian writings.
During the last 2,000 years, claims to be able to chemically synthesize gold have been maintained
in Europe and Asia. Such claims have undoubtedly been a vehicle to many frauds.
During the Middle Ages, laws were established against alchemy. Although after review of the
book one might question the motives of such laws. Were they established to protect the innocent,
or to prevent competition of elixirists of the kingdom?
During the early 1900's, science was directed by Doctors Rutherford and Bohr to accept the fact
that transmutation, i.e., nuclear change, occurs only from high-energy reactions and cannot be
stimulated by chemical changes.
Even Champion was a disciple of this doctrine until the late 1980's when experiments within his
laboratory and the laboratories of others indicated that nuclear change can occur at extremely low
energies. These low energies are what one would expect from a chemical reaction.
In 1989, Champion was asked to view a phenomenon witnessed for over 30-years by hobby
chemist, Mr. Jack Keller.
The reaction, which Keller assumed to be that of a 'collection process', 11 indeed was a newly
discovered nuclear event.
This discovery now allows one to create, through nuclear transmutation, gold and platinum from
mercury, silver and palladium from cadmium, rhodium from silver, plus numerous other elements
from recorded reactions.
Prior to publication, Champion pondered the implications his book and the science could have on

society. Champion recognized there were positive, as well as negative aspects of the science to
consider.
Champion continued, "I will never forget Dr. Jerry Gaston's, Dean of Sociology at Texas A&M
remarks, when he was first introduced to the scientific phenomenon.
Regarding the synthetic production of precious metals, he stated, words to the effect, 'If this
science is true, it would cause worldwide economic chaos with far reaching, irreparable damage to
certain Third World nations'.
In mid-1992 Champion spent considerable time in Washington, D. C., trying to obtain
Government support.
Through the coordinating efforts of a highly respected attorney, i.e. Glen Young, Esq., and a
woman, i.e. Nancy Meacham, (both from Wichita, Kansas) Champion met with senior aides of
U.S. Senator Bob Dole, and U.S. Senator Kassenbaum.
Champion educated these senior aides on the technological aspects of the science. They were
presented the envisioned positive capabilities of the science in ridding the world of radioactive
waste, providing low energy, non-polluting, low cost energy, and cleaning up the global
environment as well as the negative possibility cited by Dr. Gaston, i.e. "If this science is true, it
would cause worldwide economic chaos with far reaching, irreparable damage to certain Third
World nations."
Apparently, Dr. Champion and his aforementioned group, were 'not' the U.S. Senators' first
introduction to the science though, as their initial exposure to the technology came from a private
presentation 2-months earlier by a Chicago, Illinois attorney, i.e. Alan Loiben, Esq., and Nancy
Meacham, before.
Attorney Loiben and Ms. Meacham had been involved with the science since its inception and had
represented Champion for his past 8-years in various scientific endeavors.
Because of his professional involvement, the attorney was able to articulate directly to the
Senators, in better vernaculars they could understand, the dangers this technology posed for
mankind if improperly supported. However and oddly enough, Washington, D.C. apparently
turned a deaf ear to the technology presented to them.
Was it because, the technology had already been accomplished in a secret laboratory and
classified as a national security secret? Or, were they just not interested in looking at such new
evidence as this technology possessed that had global market and other implications?
This was not the first case of technology deafness coming from Capitol Hill, as there were others.
In November 1991, a Congressional Representative from Houston, Texas, contacted on Dr.

Champion's behalf by another attorney, i.e. George Jacobs Esq. (Houston, Texas), was notified of
the implications of the science, and oddly enough, so were U.S. intelligence agencies mysteriously
informed during the same period.
"Since within the minerals to metals transmutation processing technology possesses nuclear
reactive occurrences, administrators and scientists attached to the Department of Energy (DOE)
and Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) were presumed to have been notified and supplied
technical papers," according to Dr. Champion who continues to assess, "They all apparently swept
interest in the science, under the rug."
Dr. Champion claims to have made valid, sincere efforts to involve the leaders of the U.S.
Government in the proper control, administration and support of the science but Champion claims,
"Many offices in our Government have heard of the advantages as well as the possible side effects
of the science. The question is, why the deaf ear from the Government? Was it due to my lack of
pedigree? Was the technology considered impossible since it challenged the laws of high-energy
physics?
When Champion first notified the U.S. government he states, "I was only producing milligrams of
precious metals from a kilogram of starting material. Now we are obtaining 'grams' from the same
kilogram of material. Our cost of production is only $.10-cents (US) per gram of precious metals,
or roughly $3.00 (US) per ounce. Further improvements in the cost of production are considered
likely as we continue our commercial production venture."
Dr. Champion is fully aware that many readers of his publication will have the question, "Why
write a book on the subject?" and his answer, simply stated is, "Too many learned scientists and
governments have been unwilling to open their minds to the possibility that yet undiscovered laws
exist in science which effect our Universe," and claims his book could be considered a primer for
the skeptics or at least, a generator of perhaps more than just thoughts.
Champion claims that his publication may more than just "verify the science," and that those
capable of duplicating the detailed procedures will be able to provide personal verification through
replication of his experiments.
Background Of The Science Itself
Background information surrounding Dr. Champion begins when he announced in the 1990s, a
variety of methods of transmutations of black sands by thermal burns, melts and kinetic methods.
He was convicted of fraud in Arizona after being accused by an irate investor who failed to
achieve satisfactory results. Other researchers (including the physicists Bockris and Sundaresan,
1994) validated his processes, however.
The process was developed from a method of "growing gold" in an electrolytic cell, which was
originally developed by Dr. Walter Lussage, a Czechoslovakian geologist (died 1977). Dr.
Lussage revealed his process to Mr. Jack Keller, who taught it to Joe Champion in 1989.

Champion subsequently developed the method further.
Reference
http://web.archive.org/web/20030414135851/http://offshoreinformant.tripod.com/offshoreintellige
nce/id97.html
-After $1,000,000 ( USD ) had been spent by the bank investment on the Phoenix Project
laboratory experiments and a secretly stolen formula from Englehard in South Africa by Dr.
Guang H. Lin, all the equipment and thousands of hours spent by numerous individuals, they were
only missing one ( 1 ) equation that personally took me 4-years to find in Russia where the key to
documented sucessful returns would have resulted, however to-date none of the individuals
involved ever discovered that answer to their wild quest, and that key was strategically hidden by
the U.S. National Security Agency ( N.S.A. ) so ‘nobody’ would ever be able to suceed in any
such experiments; not even Englehard-CLAL. That mystery is quite interesting although no
mystery to ‘me’.
In 2013 and 2014, I made several trips to a privately-held remote Nevada ranch near a U.S. federal
government Range Test Site ( RTS ) known as Area 51. Locked inside a 53-foot long steel
shipping container were the ‘thousands of missing files’ that no government, organization, busines
or individual could have ever found for they had been removed from what later became known as
“The Howard Hughes Vault” containing many-many secrets I spent months pouring over until I
was able to retrieve. It took me 14-yyearsto locate all the answers and more for yet ‘other global
government financial banking commodities of precious metals.
All needs to be publicly revealed, and since there is quite a bit more information to the
aforementioned ( including the excerpt above ), voluminous documentation exists of private
research notes, formula image documents, photographs, foreign and domestic information
communications, abandoned foreign company research files and documents, laboratory
experiment reports, independent laboratory analysis reports, foreign and domestic university
studies and white papers on ‘precise temperature coefficients effectuating positive results’,
national and international standards of testing ‘designed to purposely net negative laboratory
material results’, U.S. National Security Agency ( NSA ) precious metals recovery program
projects and facility operations information, and much more than could be listed herein )
supporting this report, which cannot all be currently accomodated within this report or on any
standardized non-secure website platform offering no protection from unwarranted outside
influences seeking to subvert displays of ‘original documentary evidence’ for public information
consideration deemed sensitive by governments due to undocumented claims of material that nay
be later classified within definitions and/or categories under national security interest provisions,
however there ‘are’ alternatively secure ways and means by which such can and will provide such
to and for the public so, in such interest, donations are only being passively sought at this time.

Those interested in learning more are invited to contact the original author ( below ) in
determining the status of Unique Disclosure Project Broadcasts undergoing further development
for a greater public knowledgeability upon securely platforming these private intelligence files to
enable easier comprehension upon review understanding that in order to speed progress receipt of
donations is of considerable importance making far more possible and sooner now.
Reference
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-There is so much detail in my report files that it becomes extremely difficult for most people to
digest, plus all documents and the gold files make it even more burdensome for most to
comprehend my research, from 2002 - 2011, surrounding these subjects and many others is inessence somewhat unfathomable to most.
In 2007, just before leaving my freelance assignment for 'Squad Six' ( led by a then-active C.I.A.
Deputy Chief ) the U.S. federal agent handling my work commented at what I let him take a quick
peek at; my private global intelligence network and flies. He commented that such was like a
private "Mini-Wikipedia" he ( in his 15-years as a U.S. federal counterintelligence agent ) had
never seen anyone create and maintain while simultaneously tasking field assignments overseas.
In short, I was only a 'one man band' who must have appeared like a clown doing tricks inside a
circus arena as U.S. government intelligence heirarchy looked on with glee sucking the fruits of
my time and labor without care for the risks I took.
Fact is, I was too busy working 18-hours a day 7-days a week for 4-years overseas to eventually
receive nothing in-return for their 'promised' "on-call pension" rescinded without cause before I
could even receive my $15,000 bonus plus $1,000 per month for life. They simply 'lied' to me.
Frankly, my being homeless for the past 11-years is no picnic either. I've been reduced to begging
for donations just to stay alive because the government executed me with a 'bloodless
assassination' unable to survive without any resources available to me that other people have.
Thank you, Kerry, for interviewing Darcy Weir and Lee Lustig whom only
lightly touched on subjects surrounding Paul Philip Schneider
accountings I was indeed acutely familiar with and from my own research
long ago.
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